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RELIGION IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS. and all the facts of the universe protest

NO. 9.

As far as possible at home and in the
against it, it is only a question of time school our children should be taught in a
natural way, the laws of right; commands
A L e c tu r e b y M rs. B. L . W a ts o n , D e liv e re d when it must fall into utter decay.
The 49th Congress is now in session,
S k o n d P a c k . — G lim pses in S p irit L a n d — N o . 4; A Wi
e t M e tr o p o lita n T em p le, S u n d a y
How is it with the creeds of the world should be seldom uttered and rules spar
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28,
1880.
S p e ak s O u t; H in ts fo r In v e stig a to rs; A B e a u tifu l In ci
to-day ? Not one of them but rests on a ingly laid down, and there should al
and the city is filled to overflowing with
d e n t, e tc .
shaky foundation when brought before the ways be a recognition of the individual
people from all parts of the nation. I am
[R e p o rte d fo r th e G o ld en G ate b y G . H . H aw es.]
T m ik d P a c k .— <C o n tin u a tio n o f M r s . W a ts o n 's lecture
tribunal of great nature; not one but what I rights; everywhere that bowing before the
a
poor
statistician,
but
have
privately
pre
M ysterio u s P ie c e o f M e c h a n is m ; V ic to r H u g o ; L a te
The secularization of the public schools we can pick flaws in their foundations; not] divine in each other, which brings us all
E x p erien ce s o f John W e tb e r b c e ; A S p irit A rtist; F ish pared the following table for my own use,
is a great question, for the public school one but is vulnerable at some point in the at the throne of God obedient to His will.
that B e g , e t c .
and while it may differ from others mate system of America is the proudest insti-l light of science and human experience.
Just so far as men are Calvinistic, their
Fourth
P a c k .— ( E dito ria ls) " S ir O racles;** A Little)
rnally, it will, and does fit my mind tution of this country. To it is owing that] When Mr. Elliot, of Harvard, says it is daily life becomes blue and bitter, and not
W h ile ; T h e T r u e R e m e d y ; S t a r v e d B ra in s: A n d Still)
very closely, viz: Of one hundred people general liberality of thought which is in a mistake not to have direction given to sweet and tender, as God meant them to
T h e y C o m e ; U n fa ir* rin g T r u s t; C u n n in g ; U n k n o w n
children’s religious nature, 1 answer be. Emerson says: “ I knew a witty
S e a rch fo r T r u t h R e w a rd e d ; M e n ta l C u re Lectures;
in
Washington, ninety are hunting offices, the air; that universal inquiry which is our
E d ito ria l N o te s , e t c .
that our daily experiences will do this for physician who found the creed in the
six on legitimate business, three lobbiests manifest in the youngest mind, and the us if only our theologians will let us alone. biliary duct, and he used to affirm that,
FI f t h P a c k .— O b se rv a tio n s o n M a te ria liza tio n ; G o ld e n
[and one sight-seers.
G ate R e lig io u s a n d P h ilo s o p h ic a l S o c ie t y ; A d v e rtis e
spirit of true democracy which is in reality The; reaction of our actions in every day when there was disease in the liver the
m ea ts, e t c .
■Blillions of dollars are expended here growing among the younger members of life are sure to teach us that we can not man became a Calvinist and when th at.
escape the penalty of violated law. Na organ was sound the man became a Uni
S i x t h P a c k .— Sc ie n c e a n d S p iritu a lism ; Sp iritu alism in [every season in giving magnincient enter*
our community.
Portland; T iss o t’s R e m a r k a b le P ic tu r e ; “ M o re
ture establishes the fact of her moral law tarian." Just so far as a man is a Jew,
tainments, gorgeous dinners and high
While we regard religion as an important in every experience of our life, and, after in the narrow sense of feeling that he is
H o m e D o w n T here;** R e lig io n in E n g la n d , e t c .
|eas. A local paper only yesterday said,
SK v k n t k P a c k .— H o rse S e n s e : W a it ; P ro fe ssio n a l C ards;
The floral decorations at Mrs Secretary factor in the regulation of human conduct, all, morality is the core of religion. Some one of God's chosen people, just so far
P u b lic a tio n s; A d v e rtis e m e n ts ; e t c .
So-and-So, cost $800. Jeffersonian sim we also see that the religious faculty is the one has truly and aptly defined science to does Judaism isolate him from the rest of
E i g h t h P a c k .— O h , J e s s ie , W h a r ’ Y o * G o n e ? T h e D e a d
plicity ? Eight hundred dollars will keep last to develop in the nomyil, healthy be the knowledge of natural law, and re humanity. Just so far as our religion
Poet’s C r e e d ; M y S p irit B a b e ; C o m m u n io n With
takes the mould of any special creed or
family of five persons very comfortably mind. There is method in all of nature's ligion as obedience to those laws.
S p irits; H a n d lin g F ir e w ith I m p u n ity : “ J u d g e N o
Let our children come together in the articles of faith laid down for the measure
[for one year. But that's nothing; that is I
O n e B e fo r e T h o u Hast B e e n in H i s S itu a tio n ;” A d
not a drop in the bucket as compared with workings, and in the development of the] public schools on a common basis; as ment of spiritual hope or prophecy, so far
v e n is e m e n ts, P u b lic a tio n s , e t c .
attending expenses. From $2,000 to human being we find that the first buds to] children of one great father and mother of does it dwarf the human soul.
So I say, make our schools independent
$3,000 is the usual cost of an ordinary re put forth upon the tree of life are those love, each with an equal share in the
GEMS OF THOUGHT.
underlying the upbuilding of the physical divine principles of nature; each with of all sectarian bias; clear away even the
ception.
We had the pleasure of attending a re constitution; the next to leaf is the intel equal opportunities for learning her laws; reading of the Bible, and let prayer be
The soul requires a sanctuary.
ception given by Miss Cleveland at the lect; the last, the Spiritual or religious each with equal reward or penalty for something beside a form. At present
Patience is a neccesarry ingredient of White House, Saturday, March 6th, at faculty; that faculty which opens the equal deeds, exchanging thoughts and reading the Scriptures and morning prayer
p .m .
Owing to the immense crowds of spirit’s sight and which! carries us beyond sympathies unrestrainedly, and religion is a mere ceremonial, worse than a waste
genius.
ladies who seemed, as it were, to fill every the empirical realm and introduces us to which is the expression of spiritual growth of time, and instead of calling out love and
The quantity of goodness is the same, niche of the White House, even the large the ideal.
in human nature, will inevitably come veneration for the book, the children
whether practiced by saint or sinner.
This religious element in human life is forth a natural blossom upon the tree of leam to hate it; just as Robert IngerEast room, it was only in order for Miss
legitimate and of great importance; of this life, and not that crippled thing which soll hated the Sabbath day and church of
Stronger than woe is will.— Edw in Cleveland to shake us cordially by the hand there can be no doubt. But whenever it halts and stumbles in the theological high* his father. Children are quick to per
andsay but few words. Miss Cleveland is a
Arnold.
lady of deep thought, and her very coun is imprisoned in a system, whenever the ways that have been builded by Pope: ceive the hollowness of the form. Is the
teacher in a good mood for prayer every
We make our fortunes, and we call them tenance would at once impress you that living current is directed into a narrow and Kings. (Applause.)
.We agree that children must have reli morning ? I know that to be in a prayer
she is a woman of rare ability. She was channel and is notr permitted to nourish
fate.—D'Israelii.
dressed appropriately for the occasion, but and keep fresh the entire being, it is apt gious training in this sense and thus far ful condition we must separate ourselves
Wisdom is to the soul what health is to not gaudy.
to warp the whole nature ajid become a That they shall learn how inexorable are from the influence of the world, and, in a
the body.— Ro chefocauld.
all the laws of nature; how sure is the sense, enter into our closets and shut the
The Capitol building, like Rome, was deformity rather than a beauty.
Our opinion is, that every human being] reward for all good deeds; how sure, also door. When I pray that men may hear,
not built in a day, but has gradually grown
There is an instinct in every meeting in
K th the country, and, like the country, is naturally, at'a given time, religious; that is punishment, and so far as possible these my prayer never ascends beyond the roof
this life.— Victor Hugo.
■ w as modeled upon a grand scale, and this religious faculty is latent or active in young natures should be left to learn from of the auditorium. When I pray be
Vice stings us even in our pleasures, with an eye to future enlargements. The every human being; that the world was Nature our first great teacher. We should cause I must, and feel the inspiration of
dome* of the Capitol rises high into the never in any danger of becoming irrel utter warnings, and open the way for de the moment, my supplication, my hope,
but virtue consoles us even in our pains.
heavens, being three hundred and ninety- ligious. There is this continual pressing velopment of their faculties. We should my spirit bubbles over and breaks from my
This is peace
six feet from the ground—only thirty-six forward of the human spirit to its own dofl place facts before them ana teach them lips like silvery streams from the heart of
To conquer love of self and lust of life,
feet less than St. Peter's dome at Rome. main. But there is a wide field to bd the methods by which they are to grasp mountains; then God must hear and
To tear deep-rooted passion from the breast,
But when it comes to hight, Washington traveled over. Ere we arrive at those and use these facts, and they will draw answer. But when I pray because some
To still the inward strife.
monument caps all the world, it being higher levels we must lay the foundations their own conclusions whether we will or one has said that it is proper now to pray,
— Edwin Arnold.
higher than any other structure upon the of practical existence broad and deep, so no. Is it a fact that the sons and daugh my prayer falls dead upon my hearer’s ear
A noble part of every true life is tol face of the earth. It is an obelisk five that our religious nature may have firm, ters of our ministers and theologians are and upon my own soul also.
learn to undo what has been wrongly hundred and fifty five feet from base to strong root, and will not too soon run up] the most religious children ? On the con
Again the Protestant teacher gives the
done.
top, and built of marble.
to seed; so that all the sap and vitality of trary, we know that some of our master in Bible a Protestant coloring whether there
As we stood in the dome of the Capitol, the character may give it body and force,! fidels are their progeny; we know that are Catholic pupils or not. So day by
It appears sometimes as if on Supreme
occasions people move about to ask ad and cast our eyes over the city far be that it may bloom at last. Then- we shall their theological training at home and in| day Catholicism, forced to assume the de
vice of everything they pass.— Victor} neath, seemingly as a bird, the people] not have Calvinism among our spiritual school has warped and strangled the natu fensive, is growing stronger; it is extend
looked so far away like little flies crawling! products, to paralyze the brain and throw! ral religion of the human heart; that i | ing its roots, and that on legitimate
Hugo.
in the sand, and surrounding us on every its lurid light like a veil before the beau has thrown them off to the other extreme! | ground. The Catholic says: “ We are
Scientific, like spiritual truth, has ever side for many miles, field, forest and river ties of God.
until they hate the very world religion— taxed to support your public schools, and
from the beginning been descending from open to our view; down the latter can bel
We recognize the necessity of religious] and well they might! for the religious wars yet these schools militate against the best
heaven to man.
seen the spires and shipping of Alex! training for the child, but we deprecate have been the most bitter that have black good of our children."
This is a fair argument and it is based
andria.
Looking westward historic Arl all sectarian bias, and insist that the nature ened the pages of human history, and the
Two glorious futures li6 before us; the
difference of religious opinions in the on justice. We have no right togives a Prot
lington
rears
its
columned
front.
The]
should
be
permitted
to
unfold
naturally
in
progress of the race here, the progress of
dome is surmounted by a tholus upon its right order and proportion. The first family to-day is the sorest point between estant or Catholic coloring to our public
man hereafter.— W . R . Creg.
which is placed a colossal statue of Freel thing to do for the child in an educational husband and wife, parent and child. Why school system, since people of different be
dom
in bronze, costing $23,000
way is to train the faculties to perceive na is this ? Because your religion is a hot-house liefs are taxed to sustaifijthese schools. If
As colors exist in rays of light, so does
As
we
stood
under
that
gigantic
statue!
ture
aright; the eye to perform its office, growth and not a natural development of permitted, our children may get such theo
the ideal in the soul, and life is the
logical bias as will embitter their lives and
mighty prism which refracts it.—Henry that weighs fifteen tons, the grandeur of] the ear to do its proper work. The intel the spiritual nature. The latter gives youl
our own.
insight,
and
straightway
you
cognize
the]
the
sight
did
almost
appall
us,
but
itj
lectual
faculties1
should
be
taught
grasp
T. Tuckerman.
Let the children have sweet, pure and
brought to our mind what our esteemed and breadth, and this can only be done by divinity within the human breast; it bring!
I hold that the highest function of sci friend Judge Dameron had remarked^ bringing out the powers that are inherent. you into sympathy and spiritual unity] natural air to breathe; let them be as
ence is the interpretation of nature, and I concerning the same view, and that wasf You can not endow a child with capacity; with all pure philanthropy in the interests sisted on a common basis of intellectual
and moral inquiry. You can not possibly
the interpretation of the highest nature is I comparing the Capitol to the hub of J you can not by any educational method of our common humanity.
Again we say of our public schools that] debar nature from teaching them her
the highest science.
wheel and the avenues the spokes—which produce at demand a Dante, a Milton, a
is a good description.
Shakspeare, or have made to order genius they are the proudest institutions of the| great lessons and laws. But you say what
Morning is not romantic. Romance is
Sunday, February 28th, closed a very of any class. These are bom; indeed, land; your children are brought here upon shall we do? These children are pre
the twilight-spell, but mom is bright and successful month's engagement of Mr. J every quality in human nature is bom. It a common level to leam the alphabet of cocious in their evil tendencies. Study
joyou?, prompt with action and full of Frank Baxter, by the Washington Spiritual is not bestowed on the child by any life by which, by and by, they are to be temperament, when restraints are neces
anguine hope.—Endymion.
Society. Mr. Baxter is an eminent, pro authoritative or mechanical method. Edu introduced to all the grand activities which sary, make them as gentle as possible, and
ficient and eloquent speaker, and can cation means simply the development of await them in this great world; bringing loving patience will do its perfect work.
All thing that are good and beautiful safely be numbered among* our best me that which is within.
out their energies so that they mayjcombat Better not be precocious morally, for
make us more religious. They tend to diums. He is an excellent psychometrist
When a man can walk out under the the difficulties which they may encounter oftentimes the brightest child in its.in
the development of the religious principle rarely making a mistake, giving remarka starry canopy and see what is actually all the way through their human life, and fancy grows dull from forcing the intel
in us, which is our divine nature.—E a rl o f ble tests. He delivers his lectures from there, he is more than an animal; he is the spirit of freedom is bred in our secular lectual powers, and all the early promises
Beatonfield.
lie barren and dead at last. Let there be
notes. Mr. Baxter is to the Spiritualistic already a spirit. The religious faculty has public school, as nowhere else.
Coming together thus, and paying no natural growth; let the child apprehend
Man is not the creature of circum philosophy what Moody and Sankey are opened the door to the soul, and creeds
stances, circumstances are the creatures to the orthodox. Being a fine vocalist shrivel up in the presence of this majesty attention, perhaps not knowing the reli slowly, if he must, these great moral
gious tendency of the families of each truths. The fact that nature's laws are
of man; we are free agents, and man is and organist, his singing holds the audi before which all hearts bow.
There
is
no
danger
that
our
children
child, they discover a common human immutable; that to do right will always
ence
spell-bound.
We
wish
him
God
more powerful than matter.—E a rl o f
speed in his good work.
will become irreligious for want of sec nature; find that they are in common, bring its reward and that it never pays to
Beaconfuld.
Mrs. Gladding has been engaged to tarian training in the school. Harvard allied to beauty and goodness and are do wrong is a great thing for a child to
Nay, speak no ill t a kindly word
fill the Spiritual pulpit for the month of College suggests the assignment of a cer glowing with similar aspirations, all rich leam, and there is more moral force in it
Can never leave a sting behind,
March. It was our good fortune to listen tain department to the Catholics, another with lov6, and when, after many days, years than in every question and answer to the
And, oh! to breathe each tale we’ve heard
to her last Sabbath, and must say she, to the Protestants, another to the Israelites. of association they discover the parents catechism.
Is far beneath a noble mind.
The spirituality which ripens under this
too, is an excellent medium and speaker. The difficulty of this would be that sec- of one are Atheists, another Christian, they
Full oft a better seed is sown
By choosing this the better plan;
All the Spiritualist meetings are at tarianism would warp and stunt the real will say “ Well, Johnny is a good fellow natural, harmonious and wise training
For if but little good be known,
tended by about five hundred people at spirituality in the child’s life. It is not the notwithstanding that; ” and, “ Mary is a will put to shame the old doctrines of the
Still let usj speak the best we can.
theologians. What concern have our
evening services and half the number in man who is most pugnacious in the de beautiful girl—what care I for creeps.”
Do you not see that it is after the sweet children with the tenets*of the popular
The thirst for knowledge may find its the mornings. Spiritualism is advancing fence of his religion whose religion stands
ultimate expression in the contemplation here very fast, and it is with pleasure we on the broadest and most secure basis. and gracious plan marked out by Jesus ? theology of the day? What to a child
of the Divine Nature—in which indeed all meet so many intelligent and progressive He who sees the religious element in every Doing the will of the great Father, that is who is as fresh as the open rose, on whom
m ay be contained. It may be that all long minds, and will always feel thankful | to quality of being, is at rest in the thought all that is required. Do you not see that nature’s kisses fall soft and sweet at every
ings will be finally resolved into striving the angel world for opportunities o f mak that nature will be vindicated. My creed, this melts the creeds in the crucible of a sunrise, and who hears her gentle good
after a closer union with God, and all hu ing so many acquaintances in Washington. if it is founded in fact, will live and grow common humanity and out of this may be night in the winking of the stars, is the
and become the creed of all mankind. wrought the fine gold of a sweet charity doctrine of the fall of man," “ original
M r s . M ay M ozart .
m a n affections merged in the desire to be
W ashin gton , D. C. March 9, 1886. But if, on the other hand, it is unnatural, and love ?
( C ontinued on T h ird P age.)
partaker in His nature.— Creg.
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creation. You will then appreciate the
lay. To this theatre child
difference between a God who created to
Hints for Investigators.
and by he throws them down one after the
topic were encouraged to
elevate and make happy every creature of
other and goes to his mother, putting his
ill to the TbMirv of Morobi.
ight here receive their 111
arms around her neck, and says:- ' Moth
To those who are undecided in their his creating, who desires Anally the high
-there were many lectures
condition of perfection for his noblest
er.
1
was
not
all
wrong,'
and
he
relates
r
eminent
lecturers,
and
1
•
M
K4
*
opinions concerning their hereafter, or est
effort instead of their Anal misery through
' to her the incident in which he gives his
■cntly assisted from the hi
who
may
pouibly
doubt
a
future
exist*
I was Ant tailed this c]vminf bv th
the sins of one man.
mother to understand that while he did
III III
M il
beautiful spirit to whom I am 1
O, my friends, for the pence and rest
wrong himself, he was wronged by others. once, 1 would like to say a few words,
Nearly two months had elapsed since His mother now takes him in her lap and An age of ren n Is apr inching in I with which this beautiful philosophy will
for many charming pictures and t
information. She said to Ime. “ We wi Ithe Am visit. The medium was as usual n y s to him : * You must learn to govern which mankind ems unable to accept I fiN your hearts; for the indescribable and
benefits it would bestow up
I unconscious an hour or more when she your nsaion. If you do not it will soon much of (he doctrines expounded by the | Innumerable
take the medium to-night t
on you; for the sake of the necessary de
control you.* She speaks to him of his
sphere to show her a theatre there We I returned and related as follows: " I have father, and, holding him up as a model, I priesthood, regarding the immortal soul. velopment of your spiritual endowments
are induced to do this for the reason that | visited again the Theatre. My guides encourages him to try and be like him, I He begins to realise that the views and to a desirable condition in which to enter
some few nights since she visited a th Mtrc were the same that were with me before. gently talking to him for a short time. [experiences of others do not satisfy him. spirit-life; for the final destruction of those
here and went home from it fa ling dissat-.II heard one call* it the Palace of Amuse She caresses him, when he jumps from He is becoming conscious that his brain doubts and fears, the result of your past
isricil, and I wish to show jn u and her ment. I recognised the seats and the her lap, cries 1all right,' and bounds I and reasoning faculties are for his own use erroneous teachings; for the loving com
panionship and assistance of your longappearance of the room. W c . from the room.
how we resard theatres with u » In this Igeneral
" Fifth Scene—T he boy of the first and land development, and he can be no lost and so-called dead friends, 1 beg of
were seated directly opposite the stage.
sphere they would not exist unless they I As we entered our seats a curtain dropped third scene appears as a youth, approach longer contented to accept the Instruc you, disinterestedly, further than a desire
could be made a nu a ns of good, and they Iaround them so as to completely enclose ing munhood. His father and mother are tions and ideas of others as a law for for the happiness and progress of my en
are used to convey to those who attend them from others; the material of the I present. H e is in anger. _ T h ere_ h n s himself, and after n careful and extended tire brother and sisterhood on the earth
them high moral truths and noble princt!. Icurtain was such that while we could look been contention and strife; he will not be investigation of the orthodox interpreta plane, to turn a deaf car to the sentiments
others could not look in; this curtain | appeased.a In vain theTathcr and mother
of ridicule and scorn heaped upon Spiritu
pies." The medium was now left in un {out,
was raised and lowered by means of a try to advise and counsel him. In Acrce, tion of the word of God concerning the alism, the very principles of whose teach
consciousness. When she returned to hen spring. I noticed the house was Ailed ungovernable anger he leaves the room. duty and destiny of mankind, he is ings arc elevating and divine, and give it
normal state she related as follows:
I principally with young people.I As 1 sat I The mother is in grief and laments her forced to admit, even against* his own will, a worthy investigation. It will bear it, and
•*I have been to a theatre. My first con- | realised that I was »urroundc<■ b y power* sad fate that a son, on whom she had that instead of the previous confidence in demonstrate to every thorough seeker all
[ful currents of electricity. I remarked lavished so much care and affection, his perfect understanding of his present it promises. In the near future is already
sciouaness was while I was still in thisH
room. I saw myself plainly as I was en this to my friend, who said that it had should be so ungrateful and so unwilling and future condition, he really is most dawning a better understanding of this
phenomena. Slowly, but surely, arc the
tranced and apparently unconscious. The been necessary to bring around me this to be controlled. ' Why is it,' says ignorant.
two spirit friends who have been with me electrical atmosphere so much more power she 1that he can not be good ?' The
In ofdcr to bring positive conviction to orthodox pillars crumbling to dust. Time
before took me up and bore me away. ful than that of the place. Holding up father paces the room in deep sorrow. the doubting mind, there must be some is only necessary to complete the destruc
They carried me near a beautiful river her hand it looked like fire, so Ailed was At last he says it is all owing to the exces thing tangible to produce such an effect, tion of that temple of superstition and
sive indulgence of his childhood, and to and I think all candid persons (and it is bigotry,—the common fate of all doctrines
and placed me on the side of a high hill it with electricity.
“ All at once the room was flooded with the fact that he was not tnught that he for such that this article is intended], will founded by designing and fallible persons
where 1 could look down the broad valley
through which the river coursed its way; 1 brilliant light, yet soft in its brilliance, should not have what was evidently not admit that Modern Spiritualism, it true, —while tne glorious truth of Modem
the sloping sides of the hill reach to the and it lighted up the beautiful colors of for his good. He now contrasts him with possesses the only positive evidence of the Spiritualism is flourishing, and eventually
river bonk. We now ascended to the top I the grand room, and set off with an ex-| Freddie, who was more passionate as a immortality of the soul; and more yet, it will fill the hearts of all God’s children
of the hill. M. said to me, this river runs Iceeding beauty and fullness the various boy than his own, but who had been is able to impart a knowledge of its condi with that " perfect love that castcth out
to the west and you are looking toward I tints and shadings, and seemed to wrap taught to control his passion, and now tion and surroundings also. The present fear,” and that " peace that passeth un
the north. I now turned around facing I itself around us as if it brought with it a with himself under perfect control, by the condition of man’s development enables derstanding,” because its elements arc
the south, and looking down on the oppo-l new atmosphere. This seemed to be the power which these very passions gave but a small portion to comprehend or de love, its mission the elevation of humanity
site side of the hill I saw a large citjl signal for raising the curtain. Now com him, controlled the multitude, making sire this theory, but no longer does the to its proper standard of knowledge and
We were now attracted towards a state I\| menced a low, soft strain of music, com that very power in his nature, which had majority condemn it, as|thc evidence of so happiness. "Ask and ye shall receive;”
building in a large open square. They ing so sweetly to my senses that at once destroyed his son, an assistance and ad many intelligent and scientific, investiga^ " Seek and ye shall find;” " Knock and
said to me, this building was erected for my attention was riveted. Higher now, vantage.
tors are testifying to its truth. To such it] it shall be opened unto you.” Ask sin
" The mother says, 'Yes, and it begins offers limitless explorations of scientific cerely; seek diligently; knock patiently,
the purpose of developing moral character, and more full, arose the strain, yet clear
and it is called the Theatre of Morals. and soft, until it Ailed the grand room in the cradle at their earliest childhood.' and delightful pursuits. Unlike the con and repeatedly, if necessary, and " all
" Among all these scenes the music ac flicting and confounding teachings of the these things shall be added unto you.”
We approached and entered a large gate with a rich, full, and complete harmony,
way which led into a public ground sev that Ailed the inmost soul of every one companied the acting, now representing orthodox interpretations, it is harmonious
E lla L. M krkiam.
eral miles in extent. The whole was laid present, and elevated their thoughts to the fitful passion of the enraged boy, now and reasonable.
Los Anoklks, March is , 1886.
out in walks beautifully winding among sweeter and purer realms. Glorious was soft and soothing with the mother's
We consider it n natural phenomenon,
the trees and all leading to the grand the harmony, pure and liquid the strains,! caresses, now highly marking the measure that there is no cause without effect.
A Beautiful Incident.
building in the centre. I saw a great [touching every sympathetic nerve.
of childish sports, and now touching the But I will not here enter ipto a detailed
many trees resembling our willow, except-J __fVs the music ceased, I saw before me sympathetic cords of despair and grief.
description of its principles, as my object
A poor Arab, traveling in the desert,
ing the branches were not as drooping;!►he grand stage flooded with the rich
" I was told the play still continued on, is to urge the investigation of them that met with a spring of clear sparkling water.
the leaves were of a glossy green. Each Right. It was carpeted with silver and exhibiting the developed character in the its transcendent qualities may manifest
path seemed shaded by a different species. green; the silvery portions looked wavy, practical life of manhood, but I had themselves, as they surely will, to the Used, as he was, to only brackish wells,
I saw many elegant fountains. I also like water, and looked cool. There was stayed as long as they could keep me.”
earnest and conscientious seeker. The such water as this appeared to his simple
noticed placed here and there in beauti a complete finish in all the appointments
present condition of skepticism is largely mind worthy of a monarch, and filling hisful shady nooks small cottages that seemed —no sharp angles; the spaces between
A W ife Speaks Out.
due to the fact that our own reasoning leathern bottle from the spring, he deter
to be formed of the natural growth of the side scenes had the appearance of
powers have been allowed to fie dormant, mined to go and present it to the Caliph
trees and shrubs covered with creeping alcoves. To add to the beautiful fresh
A married lady thus writes to the Bal while wc have blindly followed a course himself.
vines that bore clusters of berries orna ness of the appearance, there were birds timore Dispatch about the complaint* that marked out by others. Instead of allow
The poor man traveled' a long way be
menting the beautiful cottage like bright! flying about in perfect liberty and fearless
ing
and
aiding
the
stream
of
knowledge
fore
he reached the presence of his sov
jewels. We entered one. I was told that ness. Across the whole rear of the stage, women are to blame for the " disenchant and intellect to widen, and its velocity to ereign, and laid his humble offering at his
ment
”
which
too
often
comes
with
matri
all these beautiful cottages were occupied which was much larger than i ever saw on
increase and send out innumerable tribu feet. The Caliph did not despise the lit
by the artists connected with this theatre. earth, was a grand picture, the foreground mony: ,
taries until they shall extend throughout tle gift brought to him with so much trou
The one we entered consisted of two of which was filled with figures of nicn,j " It seems to be a common failing of creation, enriching and developing .its ble. He ordered some water to be poured
rooms; the first seemed fitted for study in whom was strongly represented the
barren and uncultivated soil, the tendency into- a cup, drank it, and, thanking the
and meditation. There were hanging different passions and characteristics of the gentlemen after they have been mar of our creeds is to confine the stream to Araby with a smile ordered him presented
upon the walls portraits of artists eminent I man. Here was one whose countenance ried a little while to discard all the little still move narrow limits. Let us earnestly with a reward. The courtiers around
in the profession, some of whose features! proclaimed the purity of his character; courtesies which they had been wont to seek to develop more ideas, more actual pressed forward, eager to* taste of this
I seemed to remember. There was a here one whose passions had been left un show their wives before marriage. The knowledge; and I firmly believe Spiritual wonderful water, but, to the surprise of
large collection of books, of plays land guarded and ungovferned.
' Please’ and * Thank you ’ arc forgotten- ism only can produce these most essen all, the Caliph forbade them* touch a single
many historical works, and many others,
" My guide now said to me that the play
tial results.
drop.
such as would be required
one who was one of .unusual interest, and had at When I go to a place of amusement and!
Aften the poor Arab had quitted the
Now ns to the proper manner of inves
see
a
lady
and
gentleman
together,
I
can
was devoting himself to this profession. tracted many*to see it because of its im
tigating this phenomenon: Be first deter royal presence with a light and joyful
Prominent among the books of plays I portant teachings. It was entitled, ' How tell in almost every instance whether they mined to persevere, through disappoint heart, the Calii)h turned to* his courtiers,
noticed a copy of Shakspeare. The furni to Subdue the Ruling Passions of Man.’] are man and wife. If the lady drops her ment, giving it a careful and thorough in and thus explained his conduct:
ture was a harmonious and delightful
"T h e opening scene was a nursery, withl programme, or handkerchief and has to vestigation,before you decide either for or
" During the travels o f the Arab the
arrangement of soft easy-chairs, lounges, all the appointments complete. A nurse stoop and pick it up herself, I say she is against it. Cast aside all outward influ water in. his leathern bottle had become
a generous table, and all a complete pict held a small infant, which seemed fretful that man’s wife. On the contrary, if the ence. Be your own mentor, and abide impure and distasteful; but it was an offer
ure of artistic comfort and elegance. The and unwell. The nurse was making vain gentleman is kind and polite to her, care by your own judgment. If your first at ing of love, and as such I have received it
room opening from this was devoted to efforts to quiet it by giving; it everything in ful about draughts, etc., I say they are not tempt seems a failure make a second, and with pleasure. But I well knew that had
rest, and had all the appliances corre her reach. My guide said to me: ' This married. We hear a great deal of talk so o n . Nothing can be attained* without I suffered another to partake of it, he
sponding to an elegant sleeping-room on is the ground work for developing an over about the trials and dares of a man in busi proper diligence. The world abounds in would not have concealed his disgust, and
earth. I was told that these artists trained indulged disposition; thus the child is ness. They have to battle with the world, the most interesting discoveries, but they therefore I forbade you to touch the
their bodies as well as their minds, that I taught that every, time it cries it will re it is true, and labor for our support; but do not come to us. We are endowed draught lest the heart o f the poor man
spirits could by exercise and training per-l ceive something, and every wrong desire women are the home-keepers, and the with the requisite ability to discover them, should be wounded.”
feet and strengthen their bodies as well as is pampered. There is no thought of little cares and trials which come up every and must employ those abilities for the
mortals.
going to the seat of the difficulty and re hour in house-keeping are just as hard for purpose. It is considered a fact by the
T hh. New York M ail and Express of
- " We now passed on upon one of the moving the cause of the child’s illness.'I them to bear as a man's office or shop most enlightened .Spiritualists that the
February
24th contains the following ac
beautiful walks that led to this center
" Second Scene—A child in its mother’s duties are to him. To keep a house well more intellectual the medium the more
count
of
an
exhibition of spirit power
building. It was large and square, with arms; it is uneasy and qriesas if in pain. is no play business. I wo\ild like to see a intelligent and progressive the spirits who
an immense crystal dome over the center. The mother loosens its clothing ana ex woman wrestle with the servant-girl ques endeavor to control them. Still an ignor-1 before the Press Club, through William S.
It seemed supported by immense fluted amines and rubs its person. Now she tion and preserve her 'ideality.’ Thisl ant and even somewhat dissipated person, Roberts, a noted medium of that city;
columns of crystal half projecting from gives it some simple medicine and soothes will cause the roses to fade in her cheek having the proper organism, may make an " A young man named William S. Rob
the side of the building, the whole mater it gently with magnetism., and it soon quicker than anything I know of. . Now, excellent medium. I would advise the erts gave a seance or exhibition at the
nal of which had the appearance of crys gently falls to sleep. My guide sard: 1 believe m marriage. I believe that trial of more than one, and reticence on Press Club, in which he accomplished)
tal. There were four entrances—one on ' This shows you how it is when the chsldi there are a great many good and noble the part of the seeker concerning his or wondbis more surprising and startling,
each side. We ascended a short flight of is understood.'
men in the world, and that there will be her past or present experiences, and then than are usually accomplished at such
crystal steps and entered the grand vesti
" Third Scene—A boy about Ave years- mem-angels in heaven. There are men what youi receive will be more convincing. affairs. The cabinet he used was put up*
bule, the floor of which was as if laid in old; the same child as in the first scene- who* rise at night to administer soothing Enter the (Presence of the medium with on the spot and was composed of four up
diamonds, dazzling to look upon. We There are playmates about him; it is a. syrup to the baby, and who struggle with an honesty of purpose and not with a rights of gas pipe, held at the four corners
passed through this vestibule and entered children’s gatherings The little boy m\ the kitchen fire in the morning. On the disposition to ridicule the subject you arc of an oblong by connecting wires. This
the theatre through the main entrance. angry; he stamps his foot; he strikes aJ other hand), there are many idle, silly, sel investigating or to allow any feelings of was covered by drapery. In having hihir
The seats in this magnificent room were little girl near him and fiercely kicks and: fish, exacting, extravagant wives, women prejudice or bigotry to affect the efforts of self tied, Mr. Roberts- had the cord, pass
arranged on an incline from near the stage strikes generally; he has demanded some who whine when their husbands bring the medium. Do not pronounce it a ing* around his wrist, sewed to the wristto the rear of the room in rows of two thing which they will not ghre him; now them an orange instead of an apple, and humbug because you find one dishonest band of his shirt, and even under these
each. The seats were gracefully fashioned he throws himself upon the floor and his vinrversar and yet it does seem as. if thisl medium, nor the medium dishonest be conditions he apparently did what he
and covered with a beautiful soft-hued face swells and turns dark with passion*. kind of women receive more adulation cause your effort was not satisfactorily re- plbased. At one time he had two of the
purple fabric resembling velvet, bordered His mother now appears, picks him up*, from the men than the kind, cheery, wardbcL A good physical and mental members of the CUub in the cabinet with
around with gold lace with rich heavy tas while he still kicks and straggles; she helpful wives we so often see. I claim condition of the medium, together with, him, and while securely tied passed an
sels hanging pendant from the arms. I places him on her knee and tries to soothe that women are not any more to blame, harmonious influences, arc necessary for iron ring from his. own arm to the arm of
was told this room had a capacity to him by promises. She now scolds the and! not as much to blame, for the ' disen the best successor spirit control. A good one of his companions."
seat six thousand. A gallery projected other children. At last, when everythmg chantment’ o f married life ns. their hus medium must necessarily possess a sensfcfrom the walls above with a gentle slope has seemed to faik- a paper of candy is bands are. Women are bv their nature tike organism; without it they couldt not
T hk population of London now ex
toward the stage so that those who were brought, and the boy, tired of his passion, more unselfish, more sensitive, truer, and become a suitable instrument for the use ceeds every other city, ancient or modern,
seated in the many elegant chairs grouped yields and goes to bra play with the other kinder than men arc. Their duties are o f sensitive influences. I think yo.ui will in the world. New York and all its adja
more varied and more wearing. They en obtain much more convincing tests, from
around could get an uninterrupted view. children.
cent cities combined arc not equal to twoFourth Scene—The same boy, seen in dure greater suffering, have more strniiV your own spirit friends (and these are al thirds of it. Scotland, Switzerland, and
There were also on each side of the stage
in the procenium five boxes. A beautiful, sc en t Becond, at the age of five years. upon their nervous system, and bear up* ways the most pleasing as well as satisfac the Australian colonics each contains
soft light came through the grand dome He is surrounded by h » playmates in under adversities which a man often shoots tory) to investigate this phenomena quietly fewer souls, while Norway, Servia,
overhead mellowed with the tints of the childish games. He is angry, in a raging himself in the head to get rid of. They and privately. A thorough investigation
Presently the need more sympathy and tenderer care can not do you any injury even if it fail Greece, and Denmark have scarcely half
beautiful coloring that covered it, and passion, very violent.
rendering in exquisite harmony ^the many mother and nurse come in and express fchap a man does, and, I am sorry to say, to convince you of its truth. It will only so many. Yet, at the beginning of the
artistic figures which were penciled there. surprise. The mother inquires the cause they don’t always receive it.”
arouse your reasoning faculties and cause present century, the population of all
Around tne room, placed apparently with of the disturbance. The little boy is too
you to think more for yourself, which is a London did not reach 1,000,000.
As a ru le public seances should be dis most necessary result to elevate the men
out regard to order, but in narmony, were angry to tell her. She now turns to the
more than one hundred statues of those other little ones and says: j F reddie is couraged, and promiscuous gatherings tal and spiritual standard of the human 1 A flower has been discovered in
artists who had, while pursuing their pro in no condition to have playmates.’ They avoided, but every family should have its family. If, on the contrary, the result South America, which is only visible
fession on earth, sustained a pure moral all leave the room; no words ore spoken. own cabinet, and table, and should have should prove satisfactory, as I predict it when the wind is blowing. . The shrub
character. The walls were richly frescoed. By and by Freddie is tired of his anger sittings at stated times. Congenial friends must, if conducted conscientiously, every I belongs to the cactus family, and is about
Nothing more could be shown the medium and asks his mother if he may go and might be invited to participate, but no dis doubt will be dispelled and you will three feet high, with a crook at the top,!
to-night. The theatre, at the time of the play with the other children. His mother turbing elements should be allowed, and emerge from the darkness of unbelief giving it the appearance of a black
visit, was unoccupied, and I was told it says: 1Not until Freddie knows better most of the time should be spent in con into the bright sunlight of this eternal hickory cane. When the wind blows, a
was the intention of our spirit friends to how to control himself, then Freddie can versation interspersed with tnusic,~Ztar- truth. You will then be able to realize, number of beautiful flowers protrude flora
take the medium again and show her the tell me about It.’ Freddie now com- con Light, ,
as never before, the glory and wisdom of little lumps on the stalk.
GLIMPSES IN SPIRIT LAND.
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I I now feel that they are a little better for
were a mathematician.
their dress and personal appearance, to
EXPERIENCE DEPARTMENT.
. ——1
:
~
”
joining the church; even though not a
these spirits are dom
represent people who lived in past ages:
gn>” *• predestination,” “ foreordination,” \ whit more religious or moral than before. L a te I x p e r ie n c e s o f J o h n W e th e r b e e . or working in submarine armor, out 1 have many of them in my judgment, belonging
•*eternal punishment " or “ total deprav-1 So strong is this feeling of sectarian
no doubt there arc disabilities of which to the reign of the English Queen Eliza
jty ? " The less they know of these naughty I that it is a common thing to hear men say
we know nothing about, and so I will be beth. Some of them are evidently por
lik
and knotty things the better it is for them. I they must join a church in order to proshospitable to all their short-comings, glad traits of the Revolutionary heroes. Lately
(Applause.) I do not think that ignorance I pet in business. Thus hypocrisy U at a lately occum
Mi
they have been able to manifest as they | she has drawn some of a more recent
on any question is commendable; I do I premium. Let us do away with the aris- which interested me very much trv
do, gladder still at the improvement that date. She has two which we readily recnot think knowledge ever did anybody I toeracy of ecclesiasticism and let every suggestions. It will be rememb
this phase of materialization has made, I ognizc as those of the late Commodore
that
any harm, but I do think that much we I man's life-acts, not his creed, be the criand glad of the promises of further im I Vanderbilt and George Peabody.
this
lady's
cabinet
is
located
in
the
seance
j
ness at does do harm, and the fact is, I terion by which you judge him. If it is
provement; thankful for what has been I Her manner of drawing is very peculiar.
these great questions so solemnly talked foil of music, warm with love, constantly room with a passage-way all around it, so done, I am not going hereafter *Ho look'I She seems to see a picture upon the wall,
about from the pulpit are mere guesses, j bearing fruits of sweet benevolence what that any body can see that the walls of the the gift horse in the mouth.”
I on the floor, in the window, in fact any
more do we need to know ?
(Applause.)
room have no suspicious places, but is The daughter of whom 1 have spoken I place she happens to be when the inspiraLet us have no theological battlefields handsomely papered and is smoothly Ihas come to me through seven or eight I tion comes upon her, and is impelled, alLeave the child free to settle questions
of theology in good time, let nature pour out there on the play-ground; let us have whole, Th< folding-doors leading to the Idifferent mediums in the past few years, I most compelled to draw it; and this she does
and they have not been duplicates; they I with a speed which is as astonishing as
her living truths into the child's heart no class prejudice in the school-room.
re padlocked. On this oc- have varied sometimes a foot in size, and anything else about her, an elaborate por
through all channels of the mind, that it Let us all meet on the common planes of back [
I loc ed it myself, knowing there I from ten to fifty pounds in weight. 1 have trait being finished in fifteen or twenty min
may be constantly filled with fresh inspira life and study the great questions and live
tions, and then we will get rid of this theo issues of the day, and try to make the was no cnea and I held the key, and also I had intellectual proof in two remarkable utes which would take another artist hours of
logical liver-complaint with which we have present noble and grand. Let us not after locking he only other door, the one instances, but the variation and elasticity I unremitting toil to complete. It was my
been so long troubled. Then, instead of strain at gnats and swallow camels; forever where the g ests entered from the hall, 1 of form has bewildered me. 1 am satis-1 good fortune to witness the drawing of one
bemoaning the fate of six hundred million hankering for a hereafter, thinking that to held the key of that too. Bear in mind also fied that these variations, and often defi-1 of her pictures. While I was conversing
damned every generation, we shall under day is full of evil and calamity—given over that there is no floor ta the cabinet; it ciencies, are due to the constitution of the I with her, she was suddenly convulsed and
■ t o thl__levil. Cultivate all the beatitudes, rests on the parlor carpet and all can see I circle, perhaps also to the condition of the I shook all over for a few moments; her
stand that God has too much sense to
waste the crudest material; that His Iand tender thoughts towards one another, there is no break in the carpet, but that it I medium, perhaps also to myself; a grow-1 eyes were tightly closed and her face
nfidence, from a knowledge of the I drawn out of shape. She rushed to her
economy is better than man's economy, | The more of these and the less of theology I extends whole under the cabinet to the
and not a grain of sand but what He has I we have in the schools and in society, th | I end of the room behind it. Nobody fact, I think, has helped object improve easel where she always kept materials in
use for, and not a human soul but it is I more of real religion. (Applause.)
d up a pencil and began
I doubts then the emptiness and the intact- ment. Now coming voluntarily, that is readiness, picked
appointed to some special, noble work, I When we get so^ we can look nature I ness of the cabinet, not even a skeptic, but | by her own will-power, aided, perhaps, by to sketch. Her hand moved so quickly
given a shining talent that some day shall I square in the face without fearing she will I all know by occular demonstration, that good conditions, as a little girl of six, that it was almost impossible to follow it
be accounted for.
I tell us something we do not want to know, the circle including the medium are all the "’hen she is now an adult of over thirty, with the eye; and as it moved, the pict
Our children educated at the knee of I we shall begin to learn the joy and happi- I mortals present^that is, confederacy im- seems to teach me a lesson; for u a per ure grew out of the paper, and in a few
son who would naturally be one hundred minutes—not more than six or*seven, a
nature would learn no worthless creeds, I ness which she can impart to the human I possible.
and would feel her justice and kindness is | soul. The churches will warm up with
My daughter, Hattie, who has been in and twenty or one hundred and thirty beautiful female portrait was completed.
the punishments that are inflicted, as well pure human love and their doors stand the spirit world over a quarter of a cen pounds in weight can come as one of Sometimes she sees and draws the picture
open all the days of the week and be filled tury had appeared,—came out in the forty pounds she possibly might come as of some friend of the visitor, but I was not
as in the rewards bestowed.
I believe in the thorough and complete with beautiful service, and we shall hear room. 1 have to take her word for it, for a lump of two hundred pounds, or any one of the fortunate ones in this respect,
secularization of the public schools. I sweet voices expressing the great, wonder being but six when she departed, I can other variation, for or against, favorable or though I know of several who have been
like the Bible; I am fond of the Catholic ful world around us. Natural science will only remember her as she looked when a unfavorable. We know nothing of the thus favored. The best specimens of her .
Church; each have done a necessary work; then be welcome, and upon her forehead child. After this form had retired, the quarry or raw material (dependent upon skill, however, seem to belong to the age
• I feel a strong sympathy for every Calvinist is seen the seal of the Infinite, and in her medium who always stays out in the seance I circle, medium or ourselves) from which of Raphael or Corregio, and I feel sure
that breathes and every human being that hands she bears all happiness to the world; room, said to me and my wife, “ Howl these forms are produced, and it seems to that either they or some of their pupils
is struggling with these terrible questions. in her heart glows a peaceful star whose would you like to see your Hattie come me we had better take their word for iden control her, though she herself repudiates
And 1 know that God is behind these radiance sweeps outward and illumines | looking as she did as you remember her?" tification, help them with a hospitable anything like ordinary spirit control.
“ Her story is like this: Some five or
I said I should like it if she can. The feeling, thus in a measure attract and form
systems which we decry; I know that every dark comer of human life.
I look forward to the time when human] medium then said to the invisible con the right conditions; not looking for dupli six years ago she was impressed that she
every battle fought, every instrument of
torture; every fire builded *around the infancy shall be shielded from the hobj ductor inside of the cabinet, (which the! cates of their departed friends, glad when had a great work to do, which was to
cringing, shrieking victim of superstition, goblins of false.theology; when it shall, at] reader will understand was absolutely the likeness is good and the form more or point the people of California to a higher
was permitted by a principle of justice, the breast of nature, receive soul-nourish-l empty,) “ Doctor, can you send out Hat less recognizable, but depend mostly upon life. She resisted the influence for some
sometime to be more clearly manifest, and ment for all the mighty longings of the] tie, looking as she did when she came intellectual evidence for identity rather time, but its power kept increasing, until
that beautiful Necessity has ruled since heart; when it shall hear out there the] over ? " The disembodied voice said in a than objective, and remember that an in at last she was compelled to cry out
fost the stars sang that wondrous song of voices that fill the great seeming voids of low, gram, distinct tone, “ We will try.” tense, or positive desire for such evidence, *Lord, what wilt Thou have me do ?'
harmony and unity of life together. I the infinite spaces and obey their teach Soon a small form appeared, the medium will defeat it on general principles. When (She is thoroughly orthodox in her religknow that every word that has been! ing—shall obey the laws lying like a net said to us, “ Come up, here's Hattie,” I have had such evidence of which I have I ious views, and firmly believes it is her
spoken, whether on the side of tyranny or work all about us. I look for a time when and we both went up and sure enough spoken it has always been unexpected, ‘ dear Jesus’ that helps her). Almost
justice, has been permitted for a wise our children shall feel her truths divine there stood (a little outside the curtian) and all the better for being so. I like to instantly she beheld a picture, and her
purpose. It is only the master musician stirring within their breasts; shall look a little girl, appearing to be a living form. quote Coleridge’s lines, not for their eter hand was moved to draw it, which she
with gratitude upon all the reforms of past We both thought it looked exactly as Hat nal truth but for their sentimental sug did upon a piece of coarse, brown paper
who knows the use of discords.
I believe that every impulse of the hu times; pay sweet and grateful tributes to tie did and as we remember her. We gestiveness and expressive of the feeling with charcoal. Since then, when the in
man soul prompting to nobler things is all the noble heroes who have bled and tenderly spoke to the spirit child, which that I always have for the friends over the fluence comes upon her, she can not re
sist it.
warranted;/ and that though my word may suffered that we might believe what we seemed as real as any living child; she river,
“ Her first efforts were on coarse ma-'
seem feeble, and though I were one and must, without danger of death and des held her arms up to us and we stooped
“ A ghost! by my cavern it darted
terial and were rude and, uncouth; but
' In moonbeams the spirit was drest,
and embraced her and kissed her. It was
single-handed, standing before a menacing truction here.
For lovely appear the departed
when her friends furnished her with the
populace, if I bore the torch of truth, 11 I look forward to the time when child unmistakable a young child, as solid, life
When they visit the dreams ol my rest.”
proper drawing-paper and pencils, she
should some day triumph; God's justice hood will be the prophecy of a grand, like as any young child of six as one could
almost immediately developed a skill
J ohn W etherbee.
rules, and good will come from evil. rounded maturity, with no hindrances and meet, and as real and as natural looking
which I may safely say is unsurpassed by
Knowing this 1 understand, too, the value evil bias given by the authority of men, as when she was one of my household.
•A Spirit A rtist.
any portrait painter of to-day. She was
of good thoughts on any subject, and I but an expansion of every faculty, every It pleases me to feel that she always has
a very eccentric individual and would
believe I am right when I plead for a organ of this complex life, repeating the been one. I can assure the reader that E ditor o p G olden G a t e :
broader education for our children than airs of nature infinite, and as pure as is the this was no made up affair of rags, no
Why do not people come forward and never, except on rare occasions, allow a
was granted us. I believe I take the true infinite and pure God.
squatting down of an adult, but an actual give us their experiences ? I am sure there picture to go out of her possession."
While her greatest efforts were in draw
position when I say, let the sunlight and
living child, for the time, and who said a are many whose' experiences in our phe
ing
faces, yet she also drew some very
the starlight of science into the school
few
words
in
a
natural
and
childish
voice.l
M ysterious Piece of Mechanism.
room; keep out the spectres of supersti
Of course in what I have said introduc-] nomena would make very interesting, peculiar symbolic pictures. One, I re
tion. The result will be that all the
It appears from the New York Tribune tory, if I have been clear in my statement, reading matter, as well as make valuable member, was a representation p {' the
germs of goodness in the human soul will! that J. A. Long, of Akron, Ohio, has been the reader will see as all present did see contributions to our literature. We want Cross and the Crescent striving for the
possession of a cornucopia, which might
start and grow and bloom, and bear theirl
that these forms were not human beings
experimenting with a peculiar instrument in the mortal acceptation, but it seems to facts and plenty of them.
well have meant the strife lately occumng
precious fruit. (Applause.)
A science is nothing more than a num between Russia and Turkey for the
1 say that I love the Bible; but I would similar in character to Planchette, and me the actual form of a six-year-old child
have it placed in the hands of the chil with which the little manufacturing city in appearing in this way, “ gilds refined gold| ber of facts methodically arranged; and po;ssession of the Bosphorus, which is
dren at home when their spiritual natures which he lives is bewildered. Its intro and paints even the lily of truth."
the more facts we have, the easier it will called the “ Golden Horn.”
I will not, at this time, enter into any
begin to uufold, and a child well bom will
be for some one to arrange them, and
I
have
some
reason
to
think
there
la
then interpret it more true to nature and duction there is something he does not method in the plan that has so favored mel thus prove what we who have studied the discussion of this remarkable manifesta
to facts than the most learned theologian know about, but he has a large family of of late, to give me great opportunity for] subject well-know, that Spiritualism is tion of spirit power, but will content my
in the land. Why? Because he brings children, and as the mysterious pieces of demonstrating this phase; I do not knowl entitled to rank among the first of the self with asking our ultra materialistic
friends to furnish us with some explana
the virgin light of his soul to bear upon it, mechanism made them all so nervous that what for, the spirit world has not been] natural sciences.
and is not saturated with the dogmas and they could hardly sleep at night he does friendly in shaping my material ends sue-]
And then you know, Mr. Editor, it tion of the remarkable phenomena de
the superstitions of the age as the theo know where one particular machine went cessfully, and besides that, I hardly think makes one feel somewhat lonesome to] veloped in this case. It will not satisfy
the conditions to say it was simply a case
logians have been.
to. He smashed it up for kindling wood. so simple a shedder of ink as I am, would look over the “ Experience Department,']
Let a child come into the world free “ The affair," said Mr. Long, “ consists be selected to spread the truth, for pres and find himself the only contributor to it, where she was bom with remarkable abil
from any hereditary sectarian taint, and its of a rectangular board, which may be of tige is as important as brains; but there is especially when he knows that many have ity to paint, as Zerah Colburn was with
spiritual insight will unfold under the ma any size, but was usually about two feet the fact, the privileges I have had, and so had experiences far more worthy of beingn | great natural mathematical powers, be
nipulations of nature's vast forces. Take by eighteen inches, on which were placed I must re(um the compliment by spreading! recorded than his own poor reminiscences! cause in such cases the power is always
a child out with you on a walk and botan all the letters of the alphabet. A little the results.^
So I hope that the friends will not be] developed at an early age, while she never
ize; show them the delicate structure of table with three legs on small rollers goes
It is well known by those who read what] backward in coming fonvard with them.I Ishowed any inclination in the direction of
the flowers; bring to bear the microscope on the top of this board. Two persons I write that I have been very strong in[ About ten years ago, it was my fortune] Ipainting until she was far past the summit
on all the delicate tracery of color and of sit down with their finger tips on this stating the palpable proof of the fact of to make the acquaintance of a very re-1 Iof life's journey, being well on toward
tissue, more perfect than all the works of table. One of them asks a question to matenalzation, but have hesitated some] markable medium in one particular phase! sixty years of age. It seems to me that
art, which will not bear this scantling; let which an answer is desired. Then they on, and had my doubts as to recognitions! that of portrait painting. It was in the perl Ithe only rational explanation of this case
them Learn of the plants in their wondrous wait the action of the little table, to which or as being the actual persons they claim] son of an old lady about sixty-three years| is that some spirit artist found in this
variety, and the law of beautiful necessity their fingers are glued, as it were. It is to be. I have had, however, such evi-J of age. She was a very illiterate, ignor ignorant, unsophisticated old lady, condi
which makes the adaptation of that plant- certainly curious how that table will fly dence of honesty in the manifestations! ant person; never having had any of thel tions which enabled him to gratify his
life to the planet, the atmosphere and all around at times. As the legs point out and so evidently an approximation, or am educational advantages which are nowj natural taste by once more controlling a
its surroundings as perfect as the adapta different letters on the board sentences atempt to show themselves as they were! within the reach of all, having been raised] physical form and using it Co create
E. G. A.
tion of the human soul to its surround are formed, which constitute the answer when in the forms, that I rather inclined] in the back woods of one of the Western “ visions of beauty.”
ings. Let the child listen to the carol of of the question propounded. You would to yield the point, giving them the benefit| States. She told me—and her general
the birds; see the dancing light from its not believe it, unless you should operate it of the doubt, if there, is any
character and those who had known her , F ish T hat B eg . —Through the last
wondrous pulmage. Behold, nature has yourself, -what wonderful and striking per
As I have often said, I have had pal-l for many years confirmed the statement—J “ defile," about half way below Samleft nothing without its array of loveliness. tinent answers are made. The whole pable proof that these forms are spirit mani-l that up to the time of her sudden develop!
Let it look into the streams and see mir town has been filled with the machines, festations; that certainly makes them re-| ment as an artist she had never seen a pango, on the borders of Upper Bunnah,
rored there the trees, the over-bending, but I smashed the one at my house."
spectablc and even sublime, as trifles you picture drawn, or a sketch of any kind; is a small rocky island, which, in the dry
clinging vines, and when you go back to
know become sublime when hung up as and in fact had not the remotest idea of season, is connected with the shore by a
your home with th at,child its little heart
narrow spit of sand. In the bay thus
V ictor H ugo .—One day when Victor §igns in the zodiac. The fact being de how such things were done. I will again
will be as an altar place, and the soul full
formed lie enormous dogfish, which are
monstrated, the deduction is that the spirits have recource to my journal:
of worship. You need not say, “ Pray, Hugo was up for election, a delegate from by some law which we do not under
“ I had often heard of her before I perfectly tame. Dr. Williams, in his book
my child." Its whole heart is full of one of the revolutionary societies of Paris stand, have the power of externalizing went to see her, and indeed, I found that called “ Through Bunnah to Western
prayer, humility and song!'
called, and in the name of his fellow- themselves temporarily or extemporizing the half had not been told to me. She is China,” relates: “ As we drew near the
What is religion ? What ' is prayer ? members complained rather rudely of something around them making them an inspired artist, I verily believe; an island I asked the boatman to call the
What is spirituality ? It is simply the hu yictor Hugo's Theistical ideas. “ I would look like mortals in the form and something, illiterate Raphael or Corregio. To ex fish. He hesitated, until assured that we
man soul taking possession of its own; it like to know," said the delegate, ° whether sometimes at least, to some people, like amine her pictures and study them, and had something to give them to eat, but at
is the human soul acquainting itself with you stand by us or the priests?" “ I the persons thev claim to be. As a gen then to look upon her who draws them; length slightly raffled the water with his
the harmonies of nature and tne loveliness stand by my conscience," answered the eral rule they do not seem to be mentally to observe the great contrast between the outspread fingers, and called, with a coax
of God. Give the children of the schools poet. “ Is this your final answer?” be bright, stiff will often say or do something characters of the art and the artist, fills ing voice, ‘ Tit-tit 1* *tit-tit!' when to our
extreme astonishment, in less than half a
these liberties. When it is possible let gan again the exasperated visitor; “ if so, that is intelligent evidence of their per one with wonder and surprise.
“ Her pictures are executed in the minute, large mouths, from ten inches to a
them go out into nature's fields and ob it is very probable that you will not be sonality; but the same form through or
serve ner in all her varied activities.'1 elected." “ That will not be my fault," by the same medium can not remember highest style of the art of portrait painting, foot in diameter, rose up to the gunwale
Then you will cultivate the love of the said the candidate, calmly. “ Come, i f call to mind such intelligent evidence while she is an ignorant old woman, who of the boat, gaping for alms. They were
beautiful, which is always next door t <3 now," continued his self-appointed cate- at a subseauent seance, showing that there never had any opportunities for acquiring a kind of dogfish, some of them at least
knowledge of the good. Then every chiser, “ there is no middle course. You is something wanting in their cerebral even a common school education, to say five feet in length, and very broad at the *
tendency to cruelty and discord will grad must choose between us and God." make up. I have been so impolite some nothing of practicing drawing to such an shoulders. Twenty or thirty crowded to
“ Well," was the response, “ Til take times as to call them stupid. I think I extent as would enable a natural artist to the side of the canoe, and though not
ually be removed.
will not do so again, even if I think so, equal her productions.
clamorous, were ludicrously energetic in
Teaching them in the manner I have G od!”
_______ ,
for we do not know the conditions under
“ Some of her pictures (and she has their begging, some of them rising so far
described will win their heart's consent,
D r . Shedd , the author of the last— which they labor; it may require all their hundreds of them) are truly remarkable. out of the water as to lose their balance
and these lessons so full of joy and beauty
will develop the larger possibilities of their we trust it is the last—book on “ Eternal will-power to hold themselves objectively They all, or most of them, have a pecu and topple back with a splash on their
being. Carry these methods into the Punishment," may be said to be a heavy in view, and therefore can not spread them liar, indescribable, chaste, spirituelle ap neighbors. So tame were they that they
public schools and we will have a pure de dealer in futures; but we do hot think he selves in a mental direction. A man pearance which we may imagine would allowed us to stroke their backs. 'Some
of them had patches of gilding on their
mocracy, and the aristocracy of church will realise much from his speculations.— swimming for his life would not be in a be possessed by a high order of spirits.
good condition to solve an algebraic prob“ The greater number of them, seem by | heads.1 Cincinnati Enquirer.
and king will disappear. Men and women The Christian Register.
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lem, eve if h< were a mathematician. 1 1 their dress and personal appearance, to
EXPERIENCE DEPARTMENT.
now feel that they are a little better for
these spirits are donning | represent people who lived in post ages:
do not 1
joining the church; even though not a
sin,*' **predestination ** foreordination,” whit more religious or moral than before. L a t e E x p e r i e n c e s o f J o h n W e th o r b o e . or worki in si marine armor, but I have many of them in my judgment, belonging
«*eternal punishment or**total deprav So strong is this feeling of sectarian ra«»
ther! are disabilities of which to the reign of the English Queen Eliza
ity ? ” The less they ki er of these nauchtv that it is a common thing to hear men say
know ncothing abo j.t, and ■o I will be beth. Some of them are evidently por
th
and knotty things the itter it is for them. they must join a church in order to pros
tpitablc t 11 their short -c »mings, glad traits of the Revolutionary heroes. Lately
Mrs. Fairchild’s sea
do not think tn it um<
Ibeen able to manifest as they! she has drawn some of a* more recent
• (Applause.;
per in business. Thus hypocrisy is at a lately occurre
'do. gladder still at the improvement that date. She has two which wc readily rec
on any question is commendable; I do premium. Let us do away with the aris- which interested me very much frod
not think knowledge ever did anybody
cy of ccclesiast icism and let every suggestions. It will
_| be remembered | that this phase of materialization has made, I ognize as those of the late Commodore
any harm, but I do think that much we
_s life-acts, not his creed, be thj ; cri- I this lady’s cabinet is located in the seance | and glad of the promises of further im Vanderbilt and George Peabody.
Her manner of drawing is very peculiar.
provement; thankful for what has been
gmess at does do harm, and the fact is, I terion by which you judge him. li it is
these great questions so solemnly talked I full of music, warm with love, cons tantly I room with a passage-way all around it, so 0'done. I am not going hereafter *^to look | She seems to see a picture upon the wall,
on the floor, in the window, in fact any
about from the pulpit are mere guesses. I bearing fruits of sweet benevolence I what I that any body can see that the walls of the | the gift horse in the mouth.”
The daughter of whom I have spoken place she happens to be when the inspira
(Applause.)
I more do we need to know ?
I room have no suspicious places, but is
Let us have no theological battlefields I handsomely papered and is smoothly has come to me through seven or eight tion comes upon her, and is impelled, alLeave the child free to settle questions
of theology in good time, let nature pour I out there on the play-ground; let us have I whole. T he folding-doors leading to the different mediums in the past few years, I most compelled to draw it; and this she does
and they have not been duplicates; they I with a speed which is as astonishing as
her living truths into the child’s heart Ino class prejudice in the school-room.
through all channels of the mind, that it I1Let us all meet on the common planes of I back parlor are padlocked. On this oc- have varied sometimes a foot in size, and I anything else about her, an elaborate pormay be constantly filled with fresh inspira Ilife and study the great questions and live I casion, I locked it myself, knowing there from ten to fifty pounds in weight 1 have I trait being finished in fifteen or twenty mins which would
take another artist hours of
WOl____
tions, and then we will get rid of this theo I issues of the day, and try to make the I was no cheat and I held the key, and also had intellectual proof in two remarkable
logical liver-complaint with which we have I present noble and grand. Let us not I after locking the only other door, the one instances, but the variation and elasticity unremitting toil to complete. It was my
been so long troubled. Then, instead of]I strain at gnats and swallow camels; forever I where the guests entered from the hall, 1 of form has bewildered me. 1 am satis good fortune to witness the drawing of one
bemoaning the fate of six hundred million [ hankering for a hereafter, thinking that to I held the key of that too. Bear in mind also fied that these variations, and often defi of her pictures. While I was conversing
damned every generation, we shall under-1 day is full of evil and calamity—given over I that there is no floor to the cabinet; it ciencies, are due to the constitution of the with her, she was suddenly convulsed ana
stand that God has too much sense to I to the devil. Cultivate all the beatitudes, I rests on the parlor carpet and all can see circle, perhaps also to the condition of the shook all over for a few moments; her
waste the crudest material; that His Iand tender thoughts towards one another. I there is no break in the carpet, but that itl medium, perhaps also to myself; a grow eyes were tightly closed and her face
economy is better than man’s economy, The more of these and the less of theology I extends whole under the cabinet to the ing confidence, from a knowledge of the drawn out of shape. She rushed to her
and not a grain of sand but what He has I we have in the schools and in society, the I end of the room behind it. N obody! fact, I think, has helped object improvc-l |easel where she always kept materials in
I doubts then the emptiness and the intact- ment. Now coming voluntarily, that is readiness, picked up a pencil and began
use for, and not a human soul but it is I more of real religion. (Applause.)
appointed to some special, noble work, I When we get so we can look nature I ness of the cabinet, not even a skeptic, but by her own will-power, aided, perhaps, by to sketch. Her hand moved so quickly
given a shining talent that some day shall Isquare in the face without fearing she will I all know by occular demonstration, that good conditions, as a little girl of six, that it was almost impossible to follow it
tell us something we do not want to know, I the circle including the medium are all the when she is now an adult of over thirty, with the eye; and as it moved, the pictbe accounted for.
Our children educated at the knee of I we shall begin to learn the joy and happi I mortals present, that is, confederacy im- seems to teach me a lesson; for if a per ■ure grew out of the paper, and in a few
son who would naturally be one hundred minutes—not more than six or*seven, a
nature would learn no worthless creeds, I ness which she can impart to the human I possible.
My daughter, H attie, who has been in and twenty or one hundred and thirty beautiful female portn&'t was completed.
and would feel her justice and kindness is soul. The churches will warm up with
the punishments that are inflicted, as well pure human love and their doors stand the spirit world over a quarter of a cen pounds in weight can come as one of Sometimes she sees and draws the picture
open all the days of the week and be filled tury had appeared,—came out in the forty pounds she possibly might come as of some friend of the visitor, but I was not
as in the rewards bestowed.
I believe in the thorough and complete with beautiful service, and we shall hear room. I have to take her word for it, for a lump of two hundred pounds, or any one of the fortunate ones in this respect,
secularization of the public schools. I sweet voices expressing the great, wonder being but six when she departed, 1 can other variation, for or against, favorable or though I know of several who have been
like the Bible; I am fond of the Catholic ful world around us. Natural science will only remember her as she looked when a unfavorable. We know nothing of the thus favored. The best specimens of her .
Church; each have done a necessary work then be welcome, and upon her forehead child. After this form had retired, the juarry or raw material (dependent upon skill, however, seem to belong to the age
e. and in her medium who always stays out in the seance circle, medium or ourselves) from which of Raphael or Corregio, and I feel sure
I feel a strong sympathy for every Calvinist I is seen the seal of the Infinite,
that breathes and every human being that | hands she bears all happiness to the world;] room, said to me an a my wife, “ How these forms are produced, and it seems to that either they or some of their pupils
is struggling with these terrible questions. in her heart glows a peaceful star whose] would you like to see your H attie come me we had better take their word for iden control her, though she herself repudiates
And 1 know that God is behind these jradiance sweeps outward and illumines] looking as she did as you remember her ?’ tification, help them with a hospitable anything like ordinary spirit control.

I said I should like it if she can. The feeling, thus in a measure attract and form | “ Her story is like this: Some five or
systems which we decry; I know that every dark comer of human life.
I look forward to the time when human medium then said to the invisible con the right conditions; not looking for dupli six years ago she was impressed that she
every battle fought, every instrument of
torture; every fire builded • around the infancy shall be shielded from the hob ductor inside of the cabinet, (which the cates of their departed friends, glad when had a great work to do, which was to
cringing, shrieking victim of superstition, goblins of false.theology; when it shall, at reader will understand was absolutely the likeness is good and the form more or point the people of California to a higher
was permitted by a principle of justice, the breast of nature, receive soul-nourish empty,) “ Doctor, can you send out Hat less recognizable, but depend mostly upon life. She resisted the influence for some
sometime to be more clearly manifest, and ment for all the mighty longings of the tie, looking as she did when she came intellectual evidence for identity rather time, but its power , kept increasing, until
that beautiful Necessity has ruled since heart; when it shall hear out there the| over ? ” The disembodied voice said in a than objective, and remember that an in at last she was compelled to cry out
first the stars sang that wondrous song of voices that fill the great seeming voids of low, grum, distinct tone, “ We will try.” tense, or positive desire for such evidence, *Lord, what wilt Thou have me do ?’
harmony and unity of life together. I the infinite spaces and obey their teach-l Soon a small form appeared, the medium will defeat it on general principles. When (She is thoroughly orthodox in her relig
know that every word that has been ing—shall obey the laws lying like a net said to us, “ Come up, here’s Hattie,” I have had such evidence of which I have ious views, and firmly believes it is her
spoken, whether on the side of tyranny or work all about us. I look for a time when and we both went up and sure enough spoken it has always been unexpected, dear Jesus’ that helps her). Almost
justice, has been permitted for a wise our children shall feel her truths divine there stood (a little outside the curtian) and all the better for being so. I like to instantly she beheld a picture, and her
purpose. It is only the master musicianr stirring within their breasts; shall look a little girl, appearing to be a living form. quote Coleridge’s lines, not for their eter hand was moved to draw it, which she
with gratitude upon all the reforms of past We both thought it looked exactly as Hat nal truth but for their sentimental sug did upon a piece of coarse, brown paper
who knows the use of discords.
I believe that every impulse of the hu times; pay sweet and grateful tributes to tie did and as we remember her. We gestiveness and expressive of the feeling with charcoal. Since then, when the in
man soul prompting to nobler things is all the noble heroes who have bled and tenderly spoke to the spirit child, which that I always have for the friends over the fluence comes upon her, she can not res|st_it.
warranted p and that though my word may suffered that we might believe what we seemed as real as any living child; she] river.
Her first efforts were on coarse m a-«
A ghost! by my cavern it darted
seem feeble, and though I were one and must, without danger of death and des held her arms up to us and we stooped]
terial and were rude and. uncouth; but
* In moonbeams the spirit was drest,
and embraced her arid kissed her. It was
single-handed, standing before a menacing truction here.
For lovely appear the departed
when her friends furnished her with the
I look forward to the time when child unmistakable a young child, as solid, life
populace, if I bore the torch of truth, I
When they visit the dreams oi my rest.
proper drawing-paper and pencils, she
should some day triumph; God’s justice hood will be the prophecy of a grand, like as any young child of six as one could
almost immediately developed a skill
J ohn W etherbee
rules, and good will come from evil. rounded maturity, with no hindrances and meet, and as real and as natural looking
which I may safely say is unsurpassed by
Knowing this I understand, too, the value evil bias given by the authority of men, as when she was one of my household
•A S p irit A rtist.
any portrait painter of to-day. She was
of good thoughts on any subject, and I but an expansion of every faculty, every It pleases me to feel that she always has
a very eccentric individual and would
believe I am right when I plead for a organ of this complex life, repeating the been one. I can assure the reader that E ditox or Go i.drn G a t e :
broader education for our children than airs of nature infinite, and as pure as is the this was no made up affair of rags, no
Why do not people come forward and never, except on rare occasions, allow a
squatting down of an adult, but an actual give us their experiences ? I am sure there picture to go out of her possession.”
was granted us. I believe I take the true infinite and pure God.
While her greatest efforts were in draw
living child, for the time, and who said a
position when I say, let the sunlight and
few words in a natural and childish voice. are many whose experiences in our phe ing faces, yet she also drew some very
the starlight of science into the school
M ysterious Piece of Mechanism.
room; keep out the spectres of supersti
Of course in what I have said introduc nomena would make very interesting peculiar symbolic pictures. One, I re
tion. The result will be that all the
It appears from the New York Tribune tory, if I have been clear in my statement, reading matter, as well as make valuable member, was a representation o f' the
germs of goodness in the human soul will that j . A. Long, of Akron, Ohio, has been the reader will see as all present did see contributions to our literature. We want Cross and the Crescent striving for the
possession of a cornucopia, which might
start and grow and bloom, and bear their I
that these forms were not human beings
experimenting with a peculiar instrument in the mortal acceptation, but it seems to facts and plenty of them.
well have meant the strife lately occurring
precious fruit. (Applause.)
A science is nothing more than a num between Russia and Turkey for the
I say that I love the Bible; but I would similar in character to Planchette, and me the actual form of a six-year-old child
have it placed in the hands of the chil with which the little manufacturing city in appearing in this way, “ gilds refined gold ber of facts methodically arranged; and possession of the Bosphorus, which is
dren at home when their spiritual natures which he lives is bewildered. Its intro and paints even the lily of truth.”
the more facts we have, the easier it will called the “ Golden Horn.”
I will not, at this rime, enter into any
begin to uufold, and a child well born will duction there is something he does not
I have some reason to think there is be for some one to arrange them, and
then interpret it more true to nature and
method in the plan that has so favored me thus prove what we who have studied the discussion of this remarkable manifesta
to facts than the most learned theologian know about, but he has a large family of of late, to give me great opportunity for subject well-know, that Spiritualism is tion of spirit power, but will content my
in the land. Why? Because he brings children, and as the mysterious pieces of demonstrating this phase; I do not know entitled to rank among the first of the self with asking our ultra materialistic
friends to furnish us with some explana
the virgin light of his soul to bear upon it, mechanism made them all so nervous that what for, the spirit world has not been natural sciences.
tion of the remarkable phenomena de
and is not saturated with the dogmas and they could hardly sleep at night he does friendly in shaping my material ends suc
And then you know, Mr. Editor,
the superstitions of the age as the theo know where one particular machine went cessfully, and besides that, I hardly think makes one feel somewhat lonesome to veloped in this case. It will not satisfy
logians have been.
to. He smashed it up for kindling wood. so simple a shedder of ink as I am, would look over the Experience Department, the conditions to say it was simply a case
Let a child come into the world free “ The affair,” said Mr. Long, “ consists be selected to spread the truth, for pres and find himself the only contributor to it where she was bom with remarkable abil
from any hereditary sectarian taint, and its of a rectangular board, which may be of tige is as important as brains; but there is especially when he knows that many havi ity to paint, as Zerah Colburn was with
spiritual insight will unfold under the ma any size, but was usually about two feet the fact, the privileges I have had, and so had experiences far more worthy of being great natural mathematical powers, be
nipulations of nature’s vast forces. Take by eighteen inches, on which were placed I must return the compliment by spreading recorded than his own poor reminiscences cause in such cases the power is always
a child out with you on a walk and botan all the letters of the alphabet. A little the results.
So I hope that the friends will not be developed at an early age, while she never
ize; show them the delicate structure of table with three legs on small rollers goes
It is well known by those who read what backivard in coming forrvard with them showed any inclination in the direction of
the flowers; bring to bear the microscope on the top of this board. Two persons I write that I have been very strong in
About ten years ago, it was my fortune painting until she was far past the summit
on all the delicate tracery of color and of sit down with their finger rips on this stating the palpable proof of the fact of to make the acquaintance of a very re of life’s journey, being well on toward
tissue, more perfect than all the works of table. One of them asks a question to matenalzation, but have hesitated some markable medium in one particular phase sixty years of age. It seems to me that
art, which will not bear this scantling; let which an answer is desired. Then they on, and had my doubts as to recognitions, that of portrait painting. It was in the per the only rational explanation of this case
them learn of the plants in their wondrous wait the action of the little table, to which or as being the actual persons they claim son of an old lady about sixty-three years is that some spirit artist found in this
variety, and the law of beautiful necessity their fingers are glued, as it were. It is to be. I have had, however, such evi- of age. She was a very illiterate, ignor- ignorant, unsophisticated old lady, condi
which makes the adaptation of that plant- certainly curious how that table will fly dence of honesty in the manifestations,! ant person; never having had any of the tions which enabled him to gratify his
life to the planet, the atmosphere and all around at times. As the legs point out and so evidently an approximation, or an educational advantages which are nowj natural taste by once more controlling a
its surroundings as perfect as the adapta different letters on the board sentences atempt to show themselves as they were within the reach of all, having been raised physical form and using it to create
E. G. A.
tion of the human soul to its surround are formed, which constitute the answer when in the forms, that I rather inclined in the back woods of one of the Western “ visions of beauty.”
ings. Let the child listen to the carol of of the question propounded. You would to yield the point, giving them the benefit States. She told me—and her general!
the birds; see the dancing light from its not believe it, unless you should operate it of the doubt, if there, is any.
character and those who had known her , F ish T hat B eg .—Through the last
wondrous pulmage. Behold, nature has yourself, what wonderful and striking per
As I have often said, I have had pal for many years confirmed the statement— “ defile,” about half way below Samleft nothing without its array of loveliness. tinent answers are made. The whole pable proof that these forms are spirit mani that up to the time of her sudden develop
Let it look into the streams and see mir town has been filled with the machines, festations; that certainly makes them re ment as an artist she had never seen[ pango, on the borders of Upper Burmah,
rored there the trees, the over-bending, but I smashed the one at my house.”
spectable and even sublime, as trifles you picture drawn, or a sketch of any kind| is a small rocky island, which, in the dry
clinging vines, and when you go back to
know become sublime when hung up as and in fact had not the remotest idea of season, is connected with the shore by a
your home with that child its little heart
signs
in the zodiac. The fact being de how such things were done. I will again narrow spit of sand. In the bay thus
V ictor H ugo .—One day when Victor
will be as an altar place, and the soul full
formed lie enormous dogfish, which are
monstrated, the deduction is that the spirits have recource to my journal:
of worship. You need not say, “ Pray, Hugo was up for election, a delegate from by some law which we do not under
perfectly tame. Dr. Williams, in his book
“ I had often heard of her before]
my child.” Its whole heart is full of one of the revolutionary societies of Paris stand, have the power of externalizing went to see her, and indeed, I found that called “ Through Burmah to Western
prayer, humility and song!v
China,” relates: “ As we drew near the
called, and in the name of his fellow- themselves temporarily or extemporizing the half had not been told to me. She]
What is religion ? What ' is prayer ? members complained rather rudely of something around them making them an inspired artist, I verily believe; an island I asked the boatman to call the
What is spirituality ? It is simply the hu yictor Hugo’s Theistical ideas. “ I would look like mortals in the form and something, illiterate Raphael or Corregio. To ex fish. He hesitated, until assured that we
man soul taking possession of its own; it like to know,” said the delegate, ” whether sometimes at least, to some people, like amine her pictures and study them, and had something to give them to eat, but at
is the human soul acquainting itself with you stand by us or the priests?” “ I the persons they claim to be. As a gen then to look upon her who draws them length slightly ruffled the water with his
the harmonies of nature and the loveliness stand by my conscience,” answered the eral rule they do not seem to be mentally to observe the great contrast between the outspread fingers, and called, with a coax
of God. Give the children of the schools poet. .“ Is this your final answer?” be bright, still will often say or do something characters of the art and the artist, fills ing voice, *Tit-tit 1’ ‘tit-tit! * when to our
these liberties. When it is possible let gan again the exasperated visitor; “ if so, that is intelligent evidence of their per one with wonder and surprise.
extreme astonishment, in less than half a
them go out into nature's fields and ob it is very probable that you will not be sonality; but tfie same form through or
“ Her pictures are executed in the minute, large mouths, from ten inches to a
serve her in all her varied activities. elected.” “ That will not be my fault,” by the same medium can not remember highest style of the art of portrait painting, foot in diameter, rose up to the gunwale
Then you will cultivate the love of the said the candidate, calmly. “ Come, or call to mind such intelligent evidence while she is an ignorant old woman, who of the boat, gaping for alms. They were
beautiful, which is always next door td now,” continued his self-appointed cate- at a subsequent seance, showing that there never had any opportunities for acquiring a kind of dogfish, some of them at least
knowledge of the good. Then every chiser, “ there is no middle course. You is something wanting in their cerebral even a common school education, to say five feet in length, and very broad at the *
tendency to cruelty and discord will grad must choose between us and God.” make up. I have been so impolite some nothing of practicing drawing to such an shoulders. Twenty or thirty crowded to
ually be removed.
“ Well,” was the response, “ I’ll take times as to call them stupid. I think I extent as would enable a natural artist to the side of the canoe, and though not
Teaching them in the manner I have Godl ”
will not do so again, even if I think so, equal her productions.
clamorous, were ludicrously energetic in
described will win their heart’s consent,
for we do not know the conditions under
“ Some of her pictures (and she has their begging, some of them rising so far
and these lessons so full of ioy and beauty
D r . S hedd , the author of the last— which they labor; it may require all their hundreds of them) are truly remarkable. out of the water as to lose their balance
will develop the larger possibilities of their we trust it is the last—book on “ Eternal will-power to hold themselves objectively They all, or most of them, have a pecu and topple back with a splash on their
being. Carry these methods into the Punishment,” may be said to be a heavy in view, and therefore can not spread them liar, indescribable, chaste, spirituelle ap neighbors. So tame were they that they
public schools and we will have a bure de dealer in futures; but we do not think he selves in a mental direction. A man pearance which we may imagine would allowed us to stroke their backs. 'Some
mocracy, and the aristocracy of church will realize much from his speculations.— swimming for his life would not be in a be possessed by a high order of spirits.
of them had patches of gilding on their
and king will disappear. Men and women The Christian /Register.
good condition to solve an algebraic prob“ The greater number of them, seem by heads.”— Cincinnati Enquirer.
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vegetarian, and though be thrived for a time he
Those of our Spiritualistic contemporaries who
—The Mental Cure philosophy is spreading
Society is sadly out of tune—no more so, per* now writes: “ After doing our utmost to re
main
at
our
post
through
the
Winter,
we
are
I
think
they have a hard struggle to keep their with great rapidity in San Francisco. Hundreds
Pnhfbhed i w n Suimfay k f ihe " G i u n C *T t haps, than It ever has been, but there is evidently
f U B i u s a x o Irau M B M C o m PAMY.** M
compelled to succumb. Neuralgia has marked I papers afloat, should read what Bro. Frederic J. of our most intelligent people are becoming in
much that needs improving and modifying. | us far her own far some time past. The brain is
I York, of the S p ir itu a l M essenger, of Chicago, terested therein.
JJ4 Montgomery Strict, Sam Frame, V, Col.
Wrongs exist an every hand that need righting, I weary and refuses to perform its office with its says of his experiences in that line. The Metl
a
m
a
u
M
i
l
a
n
.
J. J. OWEN,
—An interesting biographical sketch and por
and no doubt always will until humanity in its I <****** “ “
A whole day is needed to produce a senger was started last Fall as a monthly in
Mm . S I a t t i k P . O w n .
trait of B. H . Carter, the eminent silk culturist,
___
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.
,
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(
thought
fabric
which
in
better
times
was
woven
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.
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Minneapolis, and was subsequently removed to
C m a i A fu t entirety shall ascend to tar greater heights of wts-1
R. B. H all.
•
”
I in half an hour." Great workers must cat every* Chicago, where it now appears as a weekly, and of Oakland, California, appears in the California
dom and purity.
And
herein
we
catch
the
alias-1
.
.
.
,
_
...
..
.»
••
.
7
•
I thing good and nutritious u they would do good a bright, clean readable paper it is. The editor Ftstron of March 6th. Mr. Carter is one of the
— f* .jo j> c r annum , p i n h l t in
m et o f an idea of the true remedy far all the ills I w orj- to thc end.
live men of the day.
o f f ic e , ■ M a t to w a s u l i l r v w »■
says he left Minneapolis with a bundle of papers
that beset the race.
—Col. John C. Bundy, of the Religio-Philounder his arm and a solitary quarter in his pocket.
AND STILL THEY COME.
In the struggles between labor and capital, in
But we will let Bro. York tell his own story:
ophicalJournal, his wife and daughter have been
guests of Mrs. E. L. Watson the past week.
the grinding processes o f competition, in the
We received, last week, from Los Angeles, an
a # - A ll letter* .houJd be a d i lr c w t l : u C o L D U i C a t
S till w ith h o pe un dim m ci) I a rriv e d in C h ic a g o , p a id o u t
ft*. (U M ontgom ery Street. San Francisco, Cal.**
The Colonel is on a visit to ^the Coast for his
on
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fierce rush and excitement o f trade, the mad whirl other strong endorsement of another of our medi
I and the next day attended the meeting at t i j West Madi health.
of commerce, the attrition and inharmony of so ums for form manifestations. It declares, among son street, where I made the seemingly insane announce
SATURDAY, M ARCH 10. 1886.
—Mrs. E. C. Wms.-Patterson, the inspirational
cial life,—in all the irregularity and jarring that other surprising things, that “ at the close of one ment that 1 was going to remove “ The Messenger** to
Chicago. My pockets were empty, but my heart was lecturer and medium, will deliver her third lec
exist in the world, man is perpetually taxing his |“ of her circles there was a committee of six strong, and my confidence in the successful outcome of the
“ B I B O R A C L E S ."
ture at Grand Army Hall, San Jose, on Sunday
brain for a remedy, and is perpetually overlooking] [ " chosen to meet a spirit who came to the aper- work that had now become a part of my very life wa*
evening,
March 21st. There are other communi
There are yet to be found people, with some
firmer than ever. The sale of a few copies of the paper
the only one that can bring order and harmony “ ture for that purpose. She began to sing, ” sufficed to keep me in bread for a few days, but as yet I ties that would greatly profit from the ministra
claims to intelligence, who knew, or think they
out of the chaos of the elements amid the wild ]continues our narrator, “ and we all (myself could see no way out of my difficulty. During the nex* tions of this gifted lady.
know, chat mediamship is all jugglery, and Spin
two weeks I simply starved, and for four days, on one occa
throes of which, at times, society seems likely to “ being one of the committee) held her by the sion, the only food that passed my lips was a teo-cent meal in
—Get ready for the grand thirty days camp
itualism a humbug. They do not hesitate to pro*]
be engulfed. We are ever blindly seeking to Mhand and arm a few moments, and looking into a Mad won-street cheap restaurant. On the first night of that meeting in Oakland, commencing the 5*b of
fl»im ikrif assumed knowledge to the world, at
memorable period I slept on a bench in the Armory station,
purify the stream, all unmindful of the fact that “ the cabinet, saw the medium coming toward and the secood I walked the streets for the want of a place June, and continuing until the 5th of July. Fine
all timw and seasons, and always with a bigotry]
the real trouble lies at the fountain head.
| “ us. At the same time we experienced some- to lay my head. But I knew that bending above me there speakers, cool shade, pure water, and beautiful
of prejudice that, to the really thoughtful mind,
were guardian angels who bad some good purpose in bring surroundings. Bring your household goods and
All efforts put forth for the amelioration of the] "thing like an electric shock, when to our utter ing me through such deep tribulation, and 1 would not
camp out for a month.
robs their assumptions of all weight or influence
condition of society—for redeeming human wrongs “ astonishment the medium stood in the spirit's have forfeited that sweet assurance for the downiest conch
You know. Sir Oracle, that Spiritualism is a]
—The present number of the Golden Gate
in Christendom.
—that do not find their center and circumference "place, and not one of us had let go of the
a cheat and * delusion ? Well, how do you know
There is something sublime in such trust as contains Mrs. Watson's admirable lecture on
in the spiritual uplifting of man are simply efforts "spirit."
that. It makes us almost ashamed of ourselves “ Religion in the Schools,” Prof. Wallace's able
it ? Simply because you have never had any
wasted—a mere tinkering with effects while the
This statement is signed by the names of eleven that we have ever considered our own struggles paper on “ Science and Spiritualism," the Con
proof of its genuineness,—by not knowing it to
cause remains untouched. In the light of this persons. We are not told what kind of test in establishing the G olden Gate as anything stitution and By-laws of the Golden Gate Re
be true! That, in the nature of things, must be]
ligious and Philosophical Society, and much other
fact how vain seems most of the efforts now put conditions (if any) were established in this ex more than the merest trifles.
the extent of your knowledge upon the subject.
valuable matter.
forth for the correction o f existing evils.
periment, nor what was the nature of the light in
How then can you presume to say that others
C unning .—There are some decidedly original
—We publish elsewhere the programme of ex
In proportion as man becomes spiritualized— which it was witnessed; nor are we personally
people in this world, if they did all spring from ercises for the anniversary celebration of the ad
have never had that proof?
pborne from the mire of his own selfishness and [acquainted with any of the parties signing the common first parents. There is a Buffalo man
vent of Modem Spiritualism, to be held at Met
If such cavilen at our facts could only realise
narrowness, and brought into harmony with the statement. We only know that while they close selling pools on Vices. They are intended for ropolitan Temple on Sunday, March 28th. This
fully what their thoughtless negations signify—if
diviner laws of his being—just to that extent does their letter with the words, " We have a right those resolutionists that so abound on New Years will be an occasion of much interest to Spirit
they could be made to “ see themselves as others
he become just, and when he becomes truly just to ask for its publication," not one of the names day. He has made out separate lists for smokers, ualists, and we trust they will turn out in num
see them *—that they are simply publishing their
chewers, drinkers, swearers, gamblers, etc., etc. bers, both morning and evening, and fill the hall.
he can do no wrong to any one. Then, too, will appended thereto is found in the list of subscrib
To any one who resolves to quit a vice, he will
ignorance to the world, and emphasizing and
be brought into active use all the nobler and more ers for the G o l d e n G a t e . But this, of course, sell a pool for five dollars, and the name of the
—Our country is far ahead of the rest of the
clinching it in a manner that ao one with a modi*
beautiful faculties of his higher nature—charity, Idoes not invalidate the evidence of the alleged person goes on the proper list. On good evi world on pensions. This is because we pay
cum of common sense would for a moment be
gentleness and brotherly love,—radiating society {fact, however much it may the right to demand dence of a person’s breaking his resolution, his those who have done service for the country,
guilty of—-they would deny with less positiveness.
name is taken out the book; but to all who hole | better than the Old World docs. The bill of
with the glow of omnipotent goodness.
|its publication in our columns.
The phenomena upon which Spiritualists base
out well for six months, the invested money is seventy-five million dollars this year will leave no
Take, for illustration, the evils of pauperism,
We may add, that since receiving the aforesaid paid, share and share alike. This will be a pay- I disabled soldier, or soldier's wife and family, in
their knowledge of a future life are familiar to
insanity and crime, mainly resulting from intem endorsement, etc., we have attended a seance ing business for the pool seller, for about one in I wan* an<I beggary, as is the case in Royal Old
millions of honest and conscientious people.
perance—(and we may add, also, much of the given by the same medium in this city. The ten will stand to his resolve for six months. I England. With very few cxceptions^>urj>ublic|
These phenomena are not speculative, nor are
hardship and poverty endured by large numbers of circle was composed of some twenty-five persons, Most persons would have made the time of pro- I m oncy ** earned where it goes,
they based on second*hand information. They
—That eminent scientist, Prof. Alfred Russel]
the working classes),—and any attempt to abolish (nearly, if not all, Spiritualists), and all, ap bation a year, but not all men are shrewd.
are positive facts, that have been brought home in
Every
man
addicted
to
any
one
of
the
vices
will
I
Wallace,
it is announced, will make a lecturing
these evils without first abolishing the traffic in parently, harmonious and agreeable people, and
many ways to the individual consciousness of
declare that he can quit it any time, and not one I tour through the United States, next Winter, on
intoxicating drinks, and closing up the whisky the conditions were pronounced by the medium
will hesitate to try it for a few months. Thus I his way to Australia, and of course he will take
those who accept their truth. For one who
dens, as a first and most important step to the to be “ favorable for a good seance;” but we the human spider lures not only the flies, but I jn San Francisco. In addition to being the most
simply knows nothing about it to assert that all
betterment of the condition of the classes affected were permitted to witness nothing of the kind that which will procure better game.
j eminent living representative of the evolutionary
of these people are deluded—the victims of de
theory (having arrived at the same conclusions as
thereby, is simply a waste of time. We might claimed to have been seen in Los Angeles.
ception,—would be about equal to declaring that
U N K N O W N . The world knows much, but I D a r w i n , through independent investigations unwell attempt io bail out the ocean with a seive.
The demonstration of that fact of mediumship, there is much more that it does not know. Pain, I known to each other,) he is also a grand cham
the sphericity of the earth is a delusion of the as
And so it is with all wrong, oppression, and if fact it is, was what we especially desired to sickness, suffering and starvation are, for the most pjon of the truths of Spiritualism,
tronomers, or that the multiplication table is a
evil of every kind that exist in the world. The witness; and though the conditions were by no part, silent and voiceless. They hide away be-1
mathematical fallacy!
~ ° ne minisler has denounced “ The Mikado,
fault lies in the undeveloped spiritual nature of means satisfactory for physical tests of any kind, ncath a semblance of patience and hope, and no
Skeptics seem to overlook the fact that Spirit
one, who sees the pinched, pale faces and plainly whlch “ Prob“b'y *he best advertisement it has
man—not in his intellectual unfoldments; for we would have been glad even of an approximate
ill-nourished bodies in their poor raiment, feels in- >'ct rcceivcd- w hat 1 minist<:r denounces hut
ualists are fortified in their belief by something
unless the intellect is dominated by the higher confirmation of the fact embraced in the Los terest enough to inquire why there is no life and he4rer‘ 4re b0und to “ thc TcrT next t,me “
more substantial than faith or tradition. They
spiritual powers of his own soul—by love and Angeles statement.
animation flowing from their souls. There are
11 “ not *
,hinS for 4 ='«6ym“ H
know whereof they affirm. Hence, it is impossi
women doing the same and as good work « Upeak •gainst a new play. If he does not like it
charity divine—it becomes, with development, a
We
do
not
like
to
be
captious
in
such
matters,
ble that they should be reasoned out of their con
men, but for a half and more often a third as he had better k“ P sti11 4bout *'• 4nd do h“ bestl
greater tyrant of oppression.
yet is it asking too much that mediums claiming much pay as is given to their brothers. . They to 6 " "P 4 *"*»tional sermon for every night it
victions'. No amount of argument can shake
Spiritualism, in its higher unfoldments and such powers should permit us to witness their
may get praise for their work and a cheering word U P14^ in “ » ,own- T4lm4Cc “ "dicuied, but
their conclusions. Encased in the impregnable
teachings, is just what the world needs to beau manifestations, before committing our columns to occasionally speaking of Allure reward when their !“ “ "derstands human nature, and speaks accord-1
armor of facts, (he least among them can put a
tify and glorify the race, and to bring about that their genuineness? At any rate, that is the work is done, but the consolation only conveys to I lnA ^
bast to rout.
condition of justice and harmony wherein every course we intend to pursue with all mediums con them that they may go on starving. Thousands I —Greenville, Pa., claims a woman who is ninety
Our “ smart '* opponents, who denounce fad
man, woman and child will be protected in every cerning the genuineness of whose manifestations live and die in hunger, and when their breath is I years old, who has had twelve children, and now
deny as glibly and earnestly as though they were
spent some well-fed doctor says they died of gen- 1 counts fifty-one grandchildren. This is not reright to which God and nature entitle them. there is any wide difference of opinion among
eral debility. Oh! this general debility! it covers I markable, since she is said to have been as vigoraffirming a fact of which they had positive knowl*
•• •
\
■*
Whatever leads to the unfolding and uplifting of Spiritualists
themselves, as is the case with the a multitude of wants, that those who never knew I ous as a man when young, and could shoulder
edge, have yet to learn how very little their de
the spiritual nature of man we hail as a divine medium referred tol
self-denial and unsatisfied hunger talk of as they I three bushels of wheat. Her life was insured for
nial affects a great fact of nature. They have
help; hut where can we look for it to so great an
And here we will say, further, that the be would of Satum of which they know nothing. I over one hundred thousand dollars, and she has
yet to learn that “ the world moves.”
| outlived all the companies. She is said to be
extent as in the grand philosophy that teaches an lievers in the honesty of any such mediums ought The world is wise in ignorance.
yet hale and hearty, and can go through the
A LITTLE WHILE.
actual knowledge of a future life, and the best to be willing to let us have our way in this mat
S e a r c h f o r T r u t i ( R e w a r d e d . —To a gen-1 snow for miles on foot. She has smoked tobacco
Only a little while, tired and struggling soul, line of conduct here to secure the highest advant ter, especially as we make no denial of the hon tieman, an earnest searcher for the truth of the I for more than seventy years.
esty of the mediums. Wc are willing that all phenomena of Spiritualism, who called at this
and the anxieties and troubles that beset thee ages of that life ?
—The city of Paris has a public wheelbarrow
office some weeks ago, we gave the address of
How
few
there
are
who
know
what
is
meant
by
should see and judge for themselves. Do they
here will cease. Poverty, with its galling
that got broken. Being public property, the ma
that conscientious and reliable medium, Dr.
chains,—the constant struggle with the hard spiritual growth. It is something we see but lit not know that this question of the honesty or Schlessinger, 854 1-2 Broadway, Oakland. Wc chine was mended at public expense, which was
thirty-six francs thirty cents—nearly seven dol
conditions and necessities of physical life," for tle of in the crystalized forms of belief of the pres dishonesty of materializing mediums, once it is are gratified to know that the gentleman received
lars
and thirty-five cents. A bold journalist of
which, in the soul-destroying field of competitive ent day. A man may be so overburdened with admitted to discussion in the columns of our some very satisfactory tests. He was so much
the French metropolis has dared to ask the per
industry incident to man's undeveloped condition, piety as to be wholly oblivious of his duty to his Spiritual papers, is a source of more inharmony pleased that he sent six other friends to the Doc- plexing question, whether there would not have
tov the same week, each and every one coming
nature may have all unfitted thee,—these cruel fellow-men.
among Spiritualists than all other causes com
been some money saved by purchasing a new
away
with the firm conviction that the communi
environments will vex thy soul no more. In the
The world needs a universal baptism of spirit bined? Then why not leave it an open question
wheelbarrow, that costs only nine francs (one
cations which they had received “ had more in
spirit world will be none to crowd or oppress— power, man needs to be brought into close and
dollar and eighty cents). Some newspaper men
for every body to think thereon as they please?
them than mortal knowledge.” Thus it is that
none to rob thee of thine own.
are always getting themselves into trouble.
sympathetic communion with the higher spirit in
And yet we will here repeat the offer we made a little truth shines out and illumines a wilderness
Only a little while, my brother,—thou whose
—The California poet, Joaquin Miller, surely
locks are whitening with the frosts of time, and telligences, and with the Eternal Spirit of Good wo weeks ago; We will not hesitate to endorse, of darkness. Dr. Schlessinger is a most faithful
comes
rightly enough by any oddity he may have
apo6tle
of
the
grand
truths
of
spirit
return.
whose footsteps are fast trending toward the silent ness that fills the universe, and unites all spaces editorially and otherwise, any physical phe
in
his
nature.
Report is not always reliable, but
Through
him
many
a
Carrier
Dove
bears
the
river,—and thou wilt reach the goal, beyond in everlasting unity; he needs to rise up in his nomena we may witness, at our own home, under
if true in the present instance, Mr. Miller's
balm
for
aching
hearts—messages
ladened
with
which lies the realm and eternal abode of the own angelhood—in the exaltation of his own Godsuch conditions as we may proscribe, which con love, from the dear departed. Let thy light shine, mother is about as eccentric in some important
spirit. There wilt thou find all tby jewels—the
given spiritual powers, and in the majesty of his ditions shall in no sense be inimical to the well brother, and continue to bless the sad and sorrow respects as her son. She was lately divorced
loved ones whose earthly, farms thou hast laid
from a nineteen-year-old boy, whom she married
away in the grave,—and there wilt thou reap thel own divinity, place all evil and wrong-doing known laws of form manifestations. We will ing ones on this side of the river.
a
year or so ago. Last week she was married
fruition of all thy good deeds. To that realm of under his feet.
guarantee every essential, condition required, ex
M e n t a l C u r e L e c tu r es . —Mrs. Sarah A. I again to another young man named Cline. The
eternal verities wilt thou carry all thy treasures
cept that of opportunity for confederacy or jug Harris delivered her first lecture of the series, at I age is not given, but it would probably give her
STARVED BRAINS.
of character, which constitute the real wealth of]
glery, with which some of our mediums are seri Redmen’s Hall, on Monday evening, the 15th in- I the right to grandmothership over both of these
the soul.
The structure of the human teeth show that ously charged.
stant, to a goodly number of the intellectual I boy husbands,
Only a little while, sorrowing ones of earth
they were designed for animal as well as vegeta
lights of San Francisco. Her subject, “ What is
—The old English custom of holding inquests
One would naturally suppose that any honest
and the light of that better day will dawn upon
ble diet—that man is an omniyerous creature, and
Mind Cures,” was ably handled—her ideas well de
on
fires, burglaries and robberies, must have kept
thy soul. Then will the heartaches and anguish
requires as wide and varied,food as nature per mediums, whose integrity is questioned, would be fined and clearly stated. Mrs. Harris is evidently
this ancient class of gentlemen busy if not usefuL
the tears and prayers, of thy mortal life be
mits. When this is limited either by necessity or glad to demonstrate their genuineness to the sat a close student and earnest inquirer in the odic
turned into gladness, and the true life of the
But we are not sure that, such investigation of
prejudice, by races or individuals, they, in a short isfaction of any one who is in a position to so forces of the universe as related to man. No
most of our fires of to-day would not be a good
spirit begin.
time, degenerate into physical angularity and defend them, and further the cause of truth, as is one can attend this course of lectures without be
thing for insurance companies whose policy hold
When the work of earth life is ended, as sooner
sameness, as is shown by the different Indian
ing well rewarded. Mrs. Harris’ second lecture
the editor of a prominent Spiritual journal. That
ers so often destroy their property for the purpose
or later it will be for all, how sweet to all who
tribes and the Oriental races. Nearly all eccen
will be given March 22d, at 7 1 3 0 p . m ., at same
of getting ready money. Indeed, there is gener
have lived worthily is the solace of death—the
tric organizations in the form of communities they do not do so may be no evidence of their place—320 Post street—subject, “ Function of
ally
more mystery hanging round fires that should
jailer that opens the prison doors and sets the
run more or less wild on the food question, the dishonesty, but it is surely a good reason why we Imagination in the Cure of Disease.”
‘be cleared up than attaches to a suicidal death,
spirit free.
Faithists of Mexico being a little less rational should not commit our eolumus to their defense.
—Deaf and dumb people do enjoy themselves, which, however apparent, is at once “ sat upon ”
—The London Timet recently contained an than the average in prohibiting not only all flesh
by the coroner.
—Spiritualism has followers in nearly all lands, in France at least. In Paris they have a club all
advertisement for 1 smart-looking second boot- but even fish, butter, eggs and milk to all but
to
themselves
that
is
called
the
“
Club
of
the
children
under
five
years
of
age;
the
only
article
—The present is rather a noted year for the recincluding
the
Roman
Catholic
countries
of
France,
man, who must have “ an unexceptional charac
ter and be active, an early riser, and speak French of food in any degree animal allowed by them is Spain, Italy, Mexico, Austria, Brazil and Cuba. Silent.” The waiters and servants are all deaf I ord of the German army, not less than *seven
and English,” and all this perfection to be sacri honey. No people can be too strict in forbidding Following this report comes the rumor that the mutes, and the society numbers over fifty mem- I noted German Generals will complete their fifti-1
ficed at eighty dollars s year l Still, there are alcohol in all its forms, which never builds up or Jesuits, not being able to suppress it, are trying beis, all of whom are wealthy. Whist is said to I eth year of active service. It is not at all likely
numerous accomplished persons in the world to strengthens, but only tears down and destroys to get control of some of its publications, which be their chief amusement, but they perhaps vary I any of them will be retired, or wish to be. Fifty
day who do not get so much as this. Judging by To reduce the sustenance of .the complex human for all these countries numbers forty-six. While its monotony by “ progressive eucher.” What I years in the harness at any kind of employment
the amount of Tree medical instruction given by body and mind with their infinite requirements such control would not barm the papers it might there is progressive about euchre though is not I does not tend to malt* leisure a luxury. There
the public prints, and the growing ranks of the and capabilities to a mere diet of vegetables, very much benefit the Jesuits, who are not alto clear, but we tfupposed it has won the considera- I * a fascination in whatever steadily employs
its way among church societies I
°.r bands, that hardly the most over-worked
one hundred and ninety thousand M. D.’s now bread and fruit, for all time is finally to prodace gether ignorant of the truths of the Spiritual phi tion by winning
___.
t , .
. | can resist long enough to take the oft required 1
in the world, there will Ife an Increase of those a race of beings neither beautiful nor intellectual. losophy, and who number not a few good medi
H I m i of ,ate *° “ “ Prom.se
Wolk$ ,
good onC| no, nc^ ired
Mr. Spurgeon, some time ago, turned strictly ums among them.
with the world and sin.
I by all.
who would answer such ads. in haste.
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ADV ERTISEM EN TS.
GOLDEN GATE RELIGIOUS AND P H I make payment in accordance with the direction |
TO FRIENDS OF THE GOLDEN GATE
of the Board of Trustees. He shall report, if
LOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.
For the purpose of placing the Golden Gate
required,
at
each
regular
meeting
of
the
Board
of
I
[••J. H. M.," in Light.)
Trustees, and upon his resignation or removal
upon
a basis that shall inspire public confidence
(Incorporated Mtivh a, i l l i . ]
No person who has witnessed the dis
from office, shall give up all moneys, books and |
in
its
stability, and also for the purpose of ex
papers
belonging
thereto
to
his
successor,
or
to
I
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION.
tressing exhaustion of the sensitive after
the Board of Trustees. The Treasurer shall give |
tending
the field of its usefulness, a number of
Know all men by these presents, that we, the a bond for the faithful performance of his duty in
a materialization seance, but would hesi
I
undersigned,
have
this
day
voluntarily
associated
prominent and influential Spiritualists have or
such sum as may be requited by the Board of
tate to subject him again to the ordeal.
Trustees.
ganized themselves into a Joint Stock Company
It has been my study to endeavor to grasp I ourselves together for the purpose of forming a
DUTIES OF BUSINESS MANAGER.
I corporation, under the laws of the state of Cali-1
known as the "Golden Gate Printing and Pub
some of the leading conditions affecting I fornia. And we hereby certify,
Sec. 7. The Business Manager shall have ex
lishing Company," with a capital stock of $15,the sensitive adversely, and to determine
clusive
control
of
the
business
of
meetings,
lec
1st, That the name of the corporation is " The
000, divided into 3,000 shares of $5 each. The
the natural remedies, if any, for recuperat I Golden Gate Religious and Philosophical Society tures, and such other duties as may be entrusted
to him, subject only to the supervision of the
I of San Francisco.
ing his vital energy. T hat some of my
corporation is invested with power to carry on a
Board
of
Trustees,
as
may
he
decided
upon
at
I
2d, That the purposes for which it is formed
conclusions are open to the charge of being I are the employing of lecturers and teachers fori the meetings of the Board.
M O D E R N S P IR IT U A L IS M
general printing and publishing business; to buy
the elevation and progress of humanity, and fori DUTIES OP CORRESPONDING SECRETARY.
theoretical, is a necessity of the case, con III acquiring
and sell, hold and inherit real estate; to receive,
and conferring upon them such powers |
Sec. 8. The Corresponding Secretary shall
sequent upon the inherent difficulties at- jI as are usually exercised by religious societies; to
hold and dispose of bequests; to deal in books,
bequests; to buy and sell real and per- attend to all correspondence with other societies
tending experimental investigation.
I, |I receive
and periodicals; in short, the foundation is laid
sonal property; to purchase and control, rent or and the public, and shall copy in a book, kept
however, advance no theory that has not otherwise, suitable lots and buildings, or proper Ifor that purpose, all letters written, and file all Golden G ate Religious an d Philosophical for the future of a large publishing, printing and
Society 1
been drawn from practical experiment and suitable halls for the meetings of said Society; those received relating to the Society.
book-dealing business.
the formation of a school, or schools, the owning
ARTICLE II.
either by myself or by those whose testi and purchasing of libraries for the use of said
It is agreed that each share of the capital
H S ec tio n 1 . The regular meetings of the Board
AT METROPOLITAN TEMPLE,
mony I accept. My first remark is, that schools and Society; and an organisation for the lof Trustees of this society shall be held at least
stock
of said Company subscribed for shall entitle
more general diffusion of the science, philosophy once in three monthe. The Board of Trustees
the object or purpose in the minds o f the and religion of Spiritua’rm .
the
holder
to an annual dividend of ten per cent,
appoint a finance committee of two or more
3d, The place where its principal business is to shall
SAN F R A N C IS C O , C A L .,
sitters attending a seance for materializa
to
examine
the
books
of
the
Secretary
and
Treas
payable in subscription to the paper. That is,
be transacted is the city and county of San Fran* urer, and report quarterly thereon.
tion greatly influences the degree of ex cisco. State of California.
the holder of five shares, or $25 of stock, shall be
■
S
ec. 2. It shall be the duty of the several
4th, The term for which it is to exist is fifty [members of the Board of Trustees to be present ON SUNDAY, M ARCH 28TH, 1886,
haustion entailed on the sensitive. Mate
entitled
to a copy of the paper free, so long as
years.
rialization is a stupendous psychical fact,
at each regular meeting of the Board, and when
5th,
The
number
of
its
Directors,
or
Trustees,
the
corporation
exists, together with all the
any
member
is
absent
for
three
consecutive
meetwhich, if indulged in on trivial occasions, Iis ten, and the names and residences of those
Under the Ministrations of
either for selfish aims or the mere gratifi who are to act as said Directors, or Trustees, and lings, his or her office may be deemed vacant at
profits and advantages which the ownership of
cation of wonder-mongers, will succeed serve until their successors are duly elected, from [the option of the Board.
said stock may bring. (The paper at $2.50 per
MRS. E. L. WATSON, I n s p ir a t io n a l S puakb r .
ARTICLE III.
only at the physical expense of the sensi the date of these articles, are as follows: Frank
annum—the lowest price at which it can be
H.
Woods,
Abijah
Baker,
Adolph
Weske,
J.
B.
_|Any vacancy that may occur in the offices of]
tive. T he purpose for which the spiritual
M. B. Dodge, J. M. Mathews, W. R. S. I [the Society between the annual meetings shall be]
afforded—being equivalent to ten per cent of
forces are employed, whether elevating or Chase,
OK" Morning Service, at 11 o'clock i f )
Foye, J. J. Owen, Mrs. H. E. Robinson, and
otherwise, determines largely the recu [Mrs. E. E. Strples, all of the city and county of [filled for such interval by the Board of Trustees.! V o l u n t a r y ,
P r o p . A l e x is O . E c k m a n , Organist $25.) For any less number than five shares a
Q u a r t e t — "The Old and New,"
; : : C h o ir
ARTICLE IV.
perative energy o f the sensitive who is the San Francisco.
pro rata reduction will be allowed on subscrip
INVOCATION,
6th, That the said corporation has no capital ■Distinction of sex shall not be recognized ini
MRS. E. L. WATSON.
medium for their production.
tion to the paper. Thus, the holder of but one
the qualifications for membership, selection of O r i g i n a l P o e m ,
' :
:
G r o . C . I r v in
Spiritual forces are not to be lightly stock.
A n n iv e r s a r y A ddress,
:
:
:
J . J . O w en
7th, That on the 31st day of January, 1886,
share' will receive a perpetual reduction of fifty
tampered with, and experience indicates after due notice thereof, a meeting was held, at [officers, or assignment of duties in the Society. I
ARTICLE V.
The M tllen ia l Dawn.
that sensitives should be hedged about the usual place of meeting of the said Golden
cents on his annual subscription. That is, he
The morning light is breaking,
and protected from m undane anxieties. Gate Religious and Philosophical Society, to-wit: ■ A ny person may become a member of this So]
will be entitled to the paper for $2 per annum.
The shadows disappear;
They should be set apart for spiritual the Metropolitan Temple, situated on Fifth [ciety by signing the Declaration of Principles.
The sons of earth are waking
The
holder of two shares will pay but $1.50; of
From
darkness,
doubt
and
fear.
street,
between
Market
and
Mission
streets,
in
ARTICLE VI.
work, and sacredly reserved for reverential
The human mind enshrouded
the said city and county of San Francisco, for
three
shares, Si; four shares, 50 cents, and of
In
superstition's
night.
No
member
shall
be
entitled
to
vote
at
any
bus]
investigation into this, the profoundest of the purpose of incorporating themselves and of
In mysteries beclouded.
jiness
meeting
of
the
Society
who
has
not
been
:
nature's mysteries.
five
shares,
nothing.
electing directors of such corporation; that a
Beholds the dawning light.
at least six months prior to said meeting!
In the seance with M r. Eglinton, nar majority of the members of the said Society were member
By this arrangement every share-holder will re
(It is provided that this section shall not take]
Bright angels hover o'er us,
rated by me in your columns, I have then and there present and voted at the said elec* [effect until six months after its adoption.)
The welcome newt to bring;
ceive, as we have before stated, what is equiva
tion;
that
at
such
election
the
following
persons,
Of
better
scenes
before
us,
generally refrained from animal food on
In rapturous joy they sing.
viz: [the same as given above] were duly elected
ARTICLE VII.
lent to a perpetual annual dividend of ten per
the day of the seance, and, before sitting, as directors of the proposed corporation for the
Earth's millions from their sadness.
a. The Board of Trustees shall provide a place
Awake
withjoy and love;
have taken a Turkish bath. T o my at first year.
cent. The subscriber for twenty shares of the
And, filled with peace and gladness.
for the meetings of the Society, and appoint the]
Look to their home above.
In witness whereof we have hereunto set our [committees necessary for carrying out the obi
tention to these rules I attribute the fact
stock, or Sioo, would be entitled to four copies of
that, although naturally about as rae- hands and seals this n t h day of February, 1886. jects specified in the Articles of Incorpora
CLOSING ADDRESS AND BENEDICTION,
the paper. He could, if he chose, dispose of
Signed
and
sealed
in
the
presence
of
J.
F.
|tion of this Society. They may also, in their discreI
MRS. E. L. WATSON.
diumistic as an ordinary broomstick, I
Kingwe11.
tion,
appoint
an
advisory
council
from
the
members!
three of these copies among his acquaintances, at
have invariably been placed at the en d of
P rof. E ckm an
[Here follows the signatures of the incorpora* of the Society of such numbers as they may deter! POSTLUDE,
the circle, next to the cabinet, and have tors, with notaries’ certificates.]
the regular subscription rate of $2.50 for each per
mine, with such powers and duties not incompatil
been perm itted to handle the materialized
ble with the charter, declaration of principles and|
annum, and thereby realize what would be equiv
DECLARATION OF PRINCIPLES.
KST Evening Service, at 8 o’clock :1 t
forms freely. So far as physical arrange
these by-laws, as they may prescribe.
alent to a cash dividend of seven and one-half
:
:
P rop. E ckm an
Believing,—
b. The Board of Trustees shall hold in trust all| O ver T urk ,
ments contribute to harmony and relief,
1 : :
:
Choir
1st, That a Beneficient Power and Wise Intel moneys and property of whatever nature, which Quartet—" We Come,’
per cent on his investment, and have his own
it'will be seen that m oderate ascetism and ligence pervades and controls the universe, sus
INVOCATION, : MRS. E. L. WATSON.
may belong to or come into possession of the Sol
cleanliness largely aid the sensitive by as taining toward all human beings the intimate re ciety, and shall deliver the same to their success] R e a d i n g — “ Fraternity" Doten, D r . T h o s . L . H i l l paper free in addition.
sisting in the collection of strong potential lation of parent, whose revelation is nature, ors in office.
V o c a l S o l o — " Far Away,"
C . H . W ad sw or th
This plan of incorporation can not fail 'to com
magnetic aura from the sitters. Moreover, whose interpreter is science, and whose most
ADDRESS,
: : “ The Spirit Side of Life,"
c. They shall audit all claims and direct the
mend
itself to every Spiritualist who has the wel
acceptable
worship
is
doing
good
to
all;
Treasurer in the payment of the same.
MRS. E. L. WATSON.
I am o f opinion that a circle may be so
2d, That all truth is sacred, and its authority
d.
They
shall
keep
books
in
which
shall
be!
fare
of
the cause at heart.
developed as to enable each sitter clair- absolute to the individual that apprehends it, butl
How Cheering the Thought.
all their transactions as trustees. A state
voyantly to detect, by the color of the odic while one may aid another in the perception ofl entered
As no more stock will be sold than will be
How cheering the thought that the angels of God
ment of every kind of property in their hands
Do bowtheir light wings to the world they once trod,
light emanating from each hum an photo truth and duty, no one can determine for anotherl shall distinctly appear therein.
necessary
for the needs of the business—which
Do leave the sweet joys of the mansions above,
sphere, the character or perfume exhaled what is truth and duty, hence that each human
t. The Board of Trustees^hall hold such meet
To breathe o'er our bosoms some message of love.
will not be likely to exceed, in any event, over
by the individual soul. It is quite unneces being must believe and act upon individual re ings as may be called'by order of the President, or
They come, on the wings of the morning they come.
sponsibility;
any two members of the Board. A majority!
fifty per cent of the nominal capital—and as the
sary to point out th at ho circle can supply
Impatient
to
guide
some
poor
wanderu
home:
3d, That all action, according to its quality,!
whole Board shall constitute a quorum for the]
Some brother to lead froma darkenedabode,
the necessary harmonious conditions re results in suffering or in joy by the operation of] the
paper will be conducted on the most economical
And lay him at rest in the arms of his God.
trantactioA of business.
quisite for the production o f startling phe inherent laws, physical and spiritual;
/ . The Board shall not contract debts on be
They come when we wander, they come when we pray. principles, there will be no probability of, or
4th, That all -human beings are destined to a half of the Society to an amount exceeding the
nom ena, and be a t the same time harmless
In mercy to guard us wherever we stray; _
necessity for, future assessments. The sale of the
continued
individual
existence
in-a
future
state,
A glorious cloud, their bright witness is given I
sum of five hundred dollars, without a special
to the sensitive, unless those comprising it
Encircling us here are these angels of heaven.
for which the experiences and attainments of the vote of those present at a regular meeting of the
reserved stock would be ample to meet any con
are each and all pretty m uch on the same in present life are preparatory; and hence, that it is
BENEDICTION.
tellectual plane, in earnest, in close sym the duty of all to perfect themselves in knowl-l Society.
tingency that might possibly arise. But, with
P rop. E c k m a n
P o stlu d b,
ARTICLE VIII.
pathy of loving fellowship and trust, and edge, wisdom and love, by making a right use of]
careful management, there will be no necessity to
S e c t io n i . The annual meetings of the Sol
inspired by the same common love of all the means obtainable, for developing com
draw upon this reserve. On the other hand,
truth. F or the highest results, a circle pleteness and beauty of character, for aid in ciety for the election of trustees shall be held on]
TWO REMARKABLE CURES.
which divine inspirations, angelic ministrations the first Sunday or the following Monday
from the present outlook and the encouragement
must be a good circle as well as a wise cir and
spiritual gifts are ever available to mankind; March of each year, after legal notice in a daily
cle. Knowledge is power, but not psy
J. C. Batdorf, M. D., J ackson, Michigan: the paper is receiving, we confidently believe
5th, That realized communion with those who paper.
chical power. Knowledge is not neces have gone before us to the invisible world is
S e c . 2. Regular meetings of the Society shall) —In the early part of the year 1884 I was at that the time is not far distant when the business
sarily goodness. Those inseparable sisters practicable under suitable conditions, and is a be held every Sunday, if practicable, for carrying tacked with a Kidney disease, which soon became
will pay a fair cash dividend upon the stock, in
purity an d peace, ever constitute the privilege of high value to those who use it out the objects thereof as enumerated in the A r t| so severe that I was forced to give up working atU—
^
-------— -------- r r
wisely;
cles
of
Incorporation.
cementing bodies o f the perfect circle.
my trade and was confined much of my time to I addition to that already provided Ior.|
6th, That the human race is one family or]
ARTICLE IX.
With a circle o f this character recupera brotherhood, whose interests are forever insep
the bed. I consulted all the doctors in town, tak- | This is no vagary of an inexperienced journalist,
S e c tio n i . Since convictions of truth and ing medicine from four but without any benefit;
tion o f the -sensitive is rapid. H is loss of arable; hence, that it is the duty of each indi
energy is replaced by the operators from vidual not only to refrain from whatever would duty are liable to change it shall be the privilegfl in fact I grew steadily worse for five months that
any member whenever lie or she can no longer it was thought by several that my disease had de-1 quarter of a century of successful experience* in
the life-giving magnetism contributed by wrong or harm another, but also to live for the of
veloped into a hopeless case of Bright’s Disease. | .
,
,
labor for the objects of the Society, to withdra
good
of
all,
seeking
especially
to
aid
the
unfor
the sitters.
Under these conditions,
tunate, the ignorant, the inharmonious and the therefrom, giving notice of such withdrawal f l In this unhappy and suffering condition my atten-1 journalistic management. \o u can order the
seances for materialization may be occa suffering, of whatever race or condition;
the Secretary. No reasons for such withdrawal tion was called by a friend to ^your method of I stock by mail just the same as in person, and
diagnosing disease by lock of hair. I sent imme
sionally conducted, not only with impun
7th, Believing, also, that the achievement of shall be required.
S e c . 2. For the persistent practice or justifica] diately for a diagnosis, was pleased with its accu will receive therewith a guarranty of free sub
ity, but with actual benefit to the me true lives and a nobler civilization can better be
of unfraternal acts, or refusals to comply racy and sent for your magnetic remedies. After scription.
•
dium. On the other hand, promiscuous attained by association and co-operation than by tion
with the By-laws of the Society, any member using the medicine about two weeks, complying
merely
individual
action,
we,
the
undersigned,
While
the
paper
is
now
placed
beyond
the
pos
circles, intrroducing undeveloped and un agree to unite our efforts lor the practical appli may be suspended or expelled by a majority
with all your directions, the relief was so great
known elements, cross magnetism, physi cation of these convictions.
those present at any regular meeting of the Soci that I began light work in my shop, and at the | sibility of failure, still its future usefulness will
end of a month felt about as well as I ever did. I
,
’
ety.
cal disturbances, frivolity, dogmatic per
Sec. 3. No person thus suspended or expelled I took two months’ treatment to insure a perma- depend, in a large measure, upon the liberality of
sonality, and sometimes sensuality, would,
BY-LAWS*
shall be re-instated a member of the Society with nent cure. I have been a well man now for four its patronage. All Spiritualists who can afford it
if continued for a few years, reduce the
in a less period than six months; and then only teen months with the ability to do all the heavy
[Adopted,
Sunday,
March
14,
1886.]
strongest sensitive to a forlorn, nerveless,
by a majority of two-thirds of the members pres work in my shop that is necessary. Your reme should not only take the paper but also secure
dies have indeed been a blessing to me, and I be some of its stock, which will be a safe and
broken-down, wom-out invalid; a semi
ent at a regular meeting of the Society.
ARTICLE I.
lieve others so afflicted would be equally benefited | profitable investment.
paralytic, suffering from collected mag
ARTICLE X.
Section i . [Repeats the purposes for which
by using your remedies.
Yours in truth, ■
netic emanations that have become in the Society is formed, os embodied in the fore
The Board of Trustees named in the articles of
The order of business at each regular or special
M. G ib n e y .
corporated into his system; a chronic going 2d clause of the charter.]
meeting shall be as follows:
Anderson, Grimes County, Texas. incorporation (which have been duly filed) con
Sec. 2. At the regular meeting of the Trustees,
dyspeptic, utterly prostrate and unfit to batFirst—Reading the Records of previous meeting
sists of the following gentlemen: Amos Adams,
Sept. 16, 1885.
Second—Reports of Committees.
tle with either physical or psychological subsequent to the annual meeting, they shall
M. B. Dodge, R. A. Robinson, Dr. Robert
proceed to elect, by ballot, a president, secretary
Third—Unfinished Business.
surroundings.
J. C. Batdorf, M. D.—Dear Sir: Your mag Brown and J. J. Owen. President of the Board,
and treasurer, and appoint a business manager
Fourth—New Business.
netic remedies have entirely cured me of a terriWhen the physical conditions o f mate and corresponding secretary, who must be mem
Fifth—Exercises, or Entertainment of the Even ble stomach disease which had become so painful Hon. Amos Adams.
rialization are understood, we shall doubt bers of the Society. The officers shall serve for ing.
at times that it seemed as though I could not live, I
less be able to bring galvanic power to the one year, or, until their successors are chosen,
Sixth—Further consideration of matters of and I con safely recommend your treatment to
NOTICES OF MEETINGS.
unless
their
positions
are
previously
vacated
by
business, remark^ announcements, etc.
assistance of the unseen operators. We
all suffering from diseases of any kind. I have
resignation or other causes.
Seventh—Adjournment.
shall also, I think, be able to devise some
worked very hard and am prostrated with nervous- , —————
DUTIES O F PRESIDENT.
ness and a pain and weakness in the lower part | 3 anj philosophical Society, at Metropolitan Temple,
ARTICLE XI.
simple natural remedies recuperative to
under the ministration of the celebrated and eloquent in-l
These By-laws may be amended by a two-thirds of my back; troubled also with dizziness by spirational
Sec. 3. It shall be the duty of the President to
the sensitive. A couch of sweet-scented
lecturer, Mrs. E. L. Watson. Sunday, March
spells. Will you please send another month’s
vote
of
the
members
present
at
any
special
meet
preside
in
all
meetings
of
the
Board
of
Trustees,
Lecture in the evening at 7 :45. Subject: _" Suffi
herbs, or natural flowers, might with ad
treatment for same. I enclose $1.10, price for atst.
cient unto the day is the evil thereof; or. The continuation
ing
of
the
Society
called
for
that
purpose,
pro
to
call
special
meetings
of
the
Board
upon
the
vantage be used as a restorative. But if written request of two or more members of the vided that a notice in writing specifying the the medicine. Please address Mrs. Melissa E. of the bright side of things.” Questions answered at 11
o'clock a. in. The Children's Progressive Lyceum at 19:30
the spread of the knowledge of the soul Board, or of ten members of the Society. The proposed amendment shall have been read at a Lull's, Coloma, Berrien countv, Michigan.
p. ro. A cordial invitation to attend is extended to all.
Coloma, February 13, 1886.
and its powers be the desire o f Spirit President shall appoint such special meetings, at preceding regular meeting held at least six days
CPIRITUALISM.—"Light and Truth."—At Washington
ualists, they must, without delay, turn not less than three nor more than ten days jprior thereto.
^ Hall, 35 Eddy street. Every Sunday evening there
PASS THEM ALONG.
their attention to the protection and iso from the time such request shall have been
will be a conference and fact meeting, closing with a test
made, and due notice thereof shall have been
PSYCHOLOGY AND MIND CURE.
seance by mediums of a variety of phases.
lation o f their mediums.
given.
We printed large extra editions of all the earlier
SPIRITUALISTS.—The “ ProgresDUTIES OF VICE-PRESIDENT.
The College of Physicians and Surgeons of numbers of the G olden G ate, many copies of PROGRESSIVE
t sivc Spiritualists" meet in Washington Hall. No. 35
“ T hr plaintiff says," recited the Judge,
S e c . 4. The Vice-President shall perform all California, offers a golden opportunity to all men which we have yet on hand. As interesting sam E d d y street, every Sunday afternoon at 1 o'clock p. tn.
" that you often deserted her; that you the duties of President in the absence of that and women desirous of following a thorough, ples they ore just as good to send to those who All subjects relating to human welfare and Spiritual untreated in open conference. _All are invited.
subjected her to shameful treatment; that officer.
nave never seen the paper as the latest edition. foldment
N . B .— The Free Spiritual Library in charge of this So
practical course of Psychology, Psychometry and W e will send these papers in packages, postage
DUTIES
OF
SECRETARY.
is open to all persons on Sundays from 1 to 4 o'clock
even you often struck her brutally. You
Mind Cure, to qualify them for the cure of paid, to whoever may wish to scatter the good ciety
p. m. Contributions of books and money solicited.
call youreelf a man and strike a woman of
Sec. 5. It shall be the duty of the Secretary diseases. Course begins about January 15th next. seed, for fifty cent? per hundred copies—package
twenty-five 1 ” T he wife, who is in the to transcribe the Declaration of Principles and An early application for certificate of matricula of fitly copies, twenty-five cents.
•"pHE OAKLAND SPIRITUAL ASSOCIATION.—
Meets eevery
v u ySunday,
S u D oat
R fal p.
H f H PatMMedical
M H BCollege
HM
court-room, weeping, with her face in her By-laws in a book provided for that purpose, and tion requested. Fee, $5.06. Apply immediately
Hall,
corner of Clay and Eleventh streets (two blocks west
from Broadway). Public cordially invited. Direct all
hands, raises it suddenly at this, and ex see that all persons have an opportunity to sign at office of the College, room 6, 127 Keamy
FORM OF BEQUEST.
the same; to give ,notice of all meetings of the street, San Francisco.
communications to G. A. Carter, 360 Eighth street, Oak
claims, “ |I beg pardon, Monsieur le Presi Society, and of ihe Board of Trustees; to attend
_____________ _
land.
dent; only twenty-four years.”—Paris such meetings, and keep a correct record of pro
To those who may be disposed to contribute by
SPIRITUALISM.
r \ 0 SPIRITS OF DEAD MEN AND WOMEN
ceedings, and communicate to the chairman of
Figaro.
_____________
will to the spread of the gospel of Spiritualism
Return to Mortals? Mrs. K. R. Herbert, a spirit
committees all matters referred to them. And to
Medium,
gives sittings daily from ta to 4 r. M., (Sun
All who are desirous of developing as mediums through the Golden Gate, the following form day excepted),
at No. 4 18 . Twelfth Street. Oakland,
Tennyson is seventy-six, and his volume keep a record of deaths and marriages that may
Cal.
Conference
meetings Sunday evening; Developing
of
bequest
is
suggested
1
for "Independent Slate-Writ ing,” which is ths
just issued under the title o f ** Tirestais take place in the Society,
Circles, Tuesday evenings. Public are invited.
noiS
most satisfying, convincing, and unquestionable
" I give and bequeath to the Golden Gate
and other poems,” shows that his intellect
DUTIES OF TREASURER.
phase of sprit power known, send for circular, Printing and Puolishing Company, of San Fran T IBERTY HALL SPIRITUAL SOCIETY meets every
is still vigorous and clear. This last pro
Sec. 6. The Treasurer shall keep a just and with four cents, to Mrs. Clara L. Reid, Inde* cisco, Incorporated, November 28th, 1885, in ■*-' Thursday evening, at 7:30 o'clock p. m„ at Liberty
Hall, Brush street, near Market street local railroad station,
duction is declared by the press to rank true account, in a book provided for that purpose, pendent Slate-writer, No. 35 Sixth street, San trust, for the uses and dissemination of the cause at
Oakland. All are invited. Admission, free. Dr. Paul
of Spiritualism, - - - dollars.”
iof all moneys received and paid out. He shall Francisco.
with his best works.
son, Lecturer. Marshall Curtis, President.
O bservations on M aterialization.
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seen universe “ of forces, the study of that the whole material universe exists for I Surprising Statement by an I n v i s i b l e , am enabled to give will no doubt be ac______
Iceptable to those whose knowledge bids
which contint ally opens up fn sh worlds the very purpose of developing beings pos- I
(CfewfaBS (Otuot, puin Dealer.]
____ I them lend a listening ear.
*
A n th e P h e n o m e n a o f S p ir it u a l is m In H a r  of knowledge often intimately <ronnected sessing these attributes, that evil and pain,
“ T he seance (a private one) took place
m o n y W it h S c ie n c e 1
A well known manufacturer who has
with the true «omprehension of the most sin and suffering, all tend to the same end,
I familiar phenomena of nature, so the and that the characters developed in this ong been established in business in this on the 20th May, 18S5, and there were
■Y ALFRED I I M U l WALLACE, LL. D.
I world of mind will be illuminated by the world will make further progress toward a :ity related yesterday to a P la in D ea ler\ present, besides M. Tissqt and the me. dium, three ladies and one gentleman,
It is a common but, I believe, a mis I new facts and principles which the study nobler and happier existence in the spiritual reporter the following singular story of his
After the usual preliminaries of a dark
Spiritualism makes known to us. world just in proportion as their higher
taken notion that the condusiqps of sci Iof
Modem science utterly fails to realise the moral feelings are cultivated here; and I experiences in investigating into what is I seance, Mr. Eglinton took his place in an
ence are antagonistic to the alleged nature of mind, or to account for its when all this can be taught, not as a set of I commonly called spiritual manifestations: easy-chair close to M. Tissot’s right hand,
phenomena of modem Spiritualism. The Ipresence in the universe, except by the dogmas to be blindly accepted on the I * * * The strongest case in my ex land so remained the whole time. The
I doors were all locked, and the room other
majority of our teachers and students ol mere verbal and unthinkable dogma that authority of unknown ancient writers, but
perience requires a short preface. For wise secured. After conversing for a time
science are,* no doubt, antagonistic; but it is “ the product of organization.'* as being founded on direct knowledge of I
on the other hand, recog the spint-worid and the continued actual I some fifteen years prior to 1877 a gentle-1 two figures were seen standing side by side
their opinions and prejudices are not sci Spiritualism,
nises in mind the cause of organisation, reception of teachings from it, then, indeed, I man and his wife, whom we will call Mr. on M. Tissot’s left hand. They were at
ence. Every discoverer who has promul and, perhaps, even of matter itself; and we shall have in our midst “ a power that and Mrs. C ., lived in Cleveland. His first seen very indistinctly, but gradually
gated new and startling truths, even in the I it has added greatly to our knowledge of makes for righteousness.”
occupation brought him in contact with, they became more and more plainly via
Thus, modem Spiritualism, though usuble, until those nearest could distinguish
domain of physics, has been denounced I man’s nature, by demonstrating the existand he was well known and respected by every feature. The light carried by the
or ignored by those who represented the I ence of individual minds indistinguishable ally despised and rejected by the learned, I most of the business men in the
■city. male figure (‘ Ernest’) was exceptionally
from those of human beings, yet separate is yet able to give valuable aid to science
science of the day, as witness the long II from
any human body. It has made us j and to religion, to philosophy and to I His wife had also a large circle of ac- bright, and was so used as to light up in a
line of great teachers, from Galileo, in the I acquainted with forms of matter of which I morals. Not only does it offer us a solid I quaintances. In 1877 or 1878, being most effective manner the features of his ■
Dark Ages, to Boucher de Perthes, in ourjI materialistic science has r.o cognisance, basis for a solution of some of the pro-1 about sixty^ years old, they decided to re companion. M. Tissot, looking into her
own times. But the opponents of Spirit Iand with an ethereal chemistry whose foundest mysteries of our being, but it af| turn to their former home in Massachu face, immediately recognized the latter,
to spend their last days in quiet andl and, much overmore, asked her to kiss
ualism have the additional advantage of I transformations are far more marvelous fords us a secure hope, founded not on setts
I than any of those with which science reason and faith only, but on actual ease.
him. This she did several times, the lips
being able1to brand the new belief as a deals. It thus gives us proof that there knowledge, that our conscious life does not
While residents of Cleveland I had often being observed to move. One of the sit
degrading superstition, and to accuse those ire possibilities of organized existence be- j perish with our physical body.1 To all who met Mr. and Mrs. C., not only socially ters distinctly saw ‘ Ernest ’ place the light
and friendly, but in religious interests. in such a position that while M. Tissot
who accept its facts and its teachings of I yond those of our material world, and m jwill earnestly inquire, it gives
Furthermore, we all were from New Eng was gazing at the face of the female form
being the victims of delusion or imposture, I doing so removes the greatest stumbling- “ T h e deep assurance th a t the w ron gs o f life
—of being, in fact, either half insane en^■I block in the way of belief in a future state W ill find their perfect guerdon! th at the schem e land, and often had long conversations in her features were ‘ brilliantly illuminated;’
regard to our New England homes, our I it also lighted M. Tissot’s face. After
thusiasts or credulous fools. Such denun Iof existence,—the impossibility so often S o b ro k e n here w ill elsew here be fu lfilled !
o p e n ot a dream ers' dream !
personal experiences, etc. During this] staying with him for some minutes, she
ciations, however, affect us little. The I felt by .the student of material science of H
L o v e 's lo n g last yearn in gs satisfied, n ot s tille d !" long acquaintance and these free conver
again kissed him, shook hands, and van
fact that Spiritualism has firmly established separating the conscious mind from its
sations Mrs. C. had often referred to her ished.
itself in our skeptical and materialistic! partneiship with the brain and nervous
Spiritualism
in
Portland.
childhood history, which in substance was
This incident M. Tissot subsequently
age; that it has continuously grown and system.
that she never had a brother or sister, was chose as the subject for a mezzotint enti
On the spiritual theory, man consists
developed for nearly forty years; that, by
E ditoh of G o l d in G a t e :
left an orphan when young, was brought tled ‘ Apparition Medianimique,’ which
mere weight of evidence and in spite of essentially of a spiritual nature or mind
The interest in Spiritualism in Portland up and cared for by her grandmother until has now become the wonder and talk of
the most powerful prepossessions, it has! intimately associated with a spiritual body
the artistic world. Two figures are dis
compelled recognition by an ever-increas or soul, both of which are developed in is gaining so rapidly I must tell you of married. Mr.. C. is still living.
Now for the mysterious: About one closed, set against a dark backgrounding body of men in all classes of society, and by means of a material organism. the bright outlook. The first Sunday in
and has gained adherents in the highest Thus, the whole raison d'etre of the ma this month we were compelled to procure year after the death of Mr. C., I was one one a sweet pretty female form, with the
of a circle of six friends—one of whom head slightly thrown back and resting on
ranks of science and philosophy; and, terial universe—with all its marvelous
finally, that despite abuse and misrepre changes and adaptations, the infinite com-j more commodious quarters. We now was a medium. We were Ibtening to such the shoulder of the companion by her
sentation, the folly of enthusiasts and the plexity of matter and of the ethereal! have a hall that will seat about 300 per communications as purported to come side. Her face bears an expression of
knavery of impostors, it has rarely failedl forces which pervade and vivify it, the sons, and I do believe, when some of our from spirits when Mr. C. came in, an wistful tenderness, which tells its own tale
to convince those who have made a thor vast wealth of nature in the vegetable and mediums that are being developed are nounced his name and left a communica of happy reunion.
ough and painstaking investigation, and animal kingdoms—is to serve the grand able to take the rostrum, we will be com tion which he desired sent to his wife. “ ‘ Peace, let it be, I love him still; and shall
Then another name was announced which
has never lost a convert thus made,—all purpose of developing human spirits in
love him for ever;
pelled to make another change.
was unknown to each and all in the circle,!
The dead are not dead, but alive.’
this afiords a conclusive answer to the ob human bodies.
And I think our society owes much of and gave the history of his life, which in]
This world-life not only lends itself to
jections so commonly urged against it.
“ ‘ Ernest’s* face reveals the noble
Science may be defined as knowledge the production, by gradual evolution, of its prosperity to our most worthy brother, short was: “ I was a brother of Mrs. C.l spirit he is—full of solicitude and com
We
two
were
left
orphans
when
young.
C.
A.
Reed,
who
is
ever
ready
to
respond
the
physical
body
needed
for
the
growth
of the universe in which we live,—full]
passionate love of his kind. The ideal
and systematized knowledge leading to theF and nourishment of the human soul, but to every question that may be asked by When old enough I was put on a ship beJ which those who have come in contact
discovery of laws and the comprehension by its very imperfections tends to the con investigators, besides being called upon fore the mast, and being obliged to mix with him must have formed (I can speak
of causes. The true student of science tinuous development of the higher spirit-1 by our worthy President, Mr. Hendee, with the other sailors, became dissipatedF for myself) is here fully portrayed. In
neglects nothing that may widen and ual nature of man. In a perfect and har-| from two to four times every Sunday, and a drunkard, and Anally deranged. Was both figures the hands are held half open
deepen his knowledge of nature; and, if monious world, perfect beings might pos always ready in his genial and happy then put into a lunatic asylum and there in front, ‘ Ernest ’ bearing the light with
he is wise as well as learned, he will hesi sibly have been created, but could hardly manner, to lay before us the grand truths remained until my spirit left the mortal which their faces are illumined.
tate before he applies the term <( impossi have been evolved; and it may be well of the Spiritual philosophy, with the elo body about four years ago. My sister
“ As a work of art there is no question
ble ” to any facts which are widely be-J that evolution is the great fundamental quence and sublimity of thought not often (Mrs. C.) disowned me.” This was
of
its merit. Powerfully conceived and
startling
statement,
especially
that
he
was
lieved, and have been repeatedly observed[ law of the universe pf mind as well as met with. We have come to look upon
happily rendered, the picture tells its own
a
brother
to
Mrs.
C.
and
disowned
by
her
that
of
matter.
The
need
for
labor
in
him
as
a
father
in
this
cause,
and
if
he
is
by men as intelligent and honest as him
tale, and is a lasting monument of the
rfipfV appreciation
n
«C fl\
self. Now, modem Spiritualism rests order to live, the constant struggle against not on time at every meeting, the inquiry Now we had no other evidence that this artist’s
of
the KloCClfWT
blessing HP*
be
statement
was
true.
But
I
knew
an
old
solely on the observation and comparison the forces of nature, the antagonism of at once goes round from one to another.
stowed
by
spirit
communion.”
of facts in a domain of nature which has the good and the bad, the oppression of “ I wonder if Col. Reed is not coming?” lady in Cleveland who was from the same
Now I must tell you of the beautiful Eastern city as Mrs. C., and who, I
been hitherto little explored; and it is a the weak by the strong, the painstaking
‘‘More a t Home Down There.’
contradiction in terms to say that such and devoted search required to wrest from lesson given to our medium at her private thought, could give me some light on this
an investigation is opposed to science^ nature her secret powers and hidden developing circle ,last Tuesday eve, and matter. I called to see her. She said
(San Franciscan.]
Equally absurd is the allegation that some treasures,—all directly assist in develop then given by th^ medium to the circle. she knew Mrs. C. well, knew her when a
Billy
Morrison
was a character. His
child,
and
thought
Mrs.
C.
did
have
a
of the phenomena of Spiritualism “ con ing the varied powers of mind and body, She said: “ I was taken to a beautiful
tradict the laws of nature,” since there is and the nobler impulses of our nature. building, seemingly built of marble, .with brother, but having left her former home fame extended beyond the rocky limits
no law of nature yet known to us but may Thus, all the material imperfections of beautiful fluted columns. Entering, I in 1833, had forgotten, at least, was not of Deadman’s gulch even to the uttermost
be apparently contravened by the action our globe—the Wintry blasts and Summer found many aristocratic looking people positive, as regards the brother, “ but,” bounds of Nevada county. But the great
of more recondite laws or forces. Spirit heats, the volcano, the whirlwind and the that were elevated on broad steps leading she says, “ I have a sister living up at the hill-side of red earth caved on the old fel
ualists observe facts and record experi flood, the barren desert and the gloomy to a higher elevation, not unlike in ap old home who will know all about it.”
ments, and then construct hypotheses forest—have each served as stimuli to de pearance to a throne, upon which stood a This lady consented to write a letter to low one day, and poor Billy was carried
which will best explain and co-ordinate velop and strengthen man’s intellectual majestic looking person with very high her sister as I dictated, and I simply asked home to his forlorn little cabin to die. It
the facts; and, in so doing, they are pur nature; while the oppression and wrong, ruffles round her neck, and otherwise if she ever knew a boy or man named was no use to send for a doctor. Billy
suing a truly scientific course. They have the ignorance and crime, the misery and lappareled somewhat like the Queen Eliza- ------------ . If so, was he still living, where, was sinking fast, and couldn’t hold out
now collected an enormous body of ob pain, that always and everywhere pervade fbeth style. On the main or lower floor his occupation, etc.? If dead, when did till any one could ride to San Juan and
servations tested and verified in every pos the world, have been the means of exer were many humble, but beautiful looking he die, where, of what disease; and did back. But, of course, there was a good
They would hand beautiful he ever have any brother or sister, and if Methodist minister ready to give comfort
sible way, and they have determined cising and strengthening the higher senti people.
many of the conditions necessary for the ments of justice, mercy, charity, and flowers to the haughty ones, but they cast so, what did she know of them, especially in the hour of trouble.
production of the phenomena. They love, which we all feel to be our best and them to their feet and walked upon them; as to whether dead or living, and their
“ Thank you, parson,” said the dying
have also arrived at certain general con noblest characteristics, and which it is but a meek and humble looking person present location or residence ? In due man; “ it’s mighty good of ye, cornin’ to
clusions as to the causes of these phenom hardly possible to conceive could have picks up a flower, and, tearing it in pieces, time an answer was* received corrobor see a poor fellow that’s seen his last pros
immediately reconstructs it, and asks the ating this history of Mrs. C.’s brother as
ena, and they simply refuse to recognize been developed by any other means.
This argument applies of course to haughty* one if she can do the same. given by this medium. I have this letter pect. What’ll you take ? ”—the instinct
the competence of those who have no ac
of hospitality bubbling up in his crushed
quaintance whatever with the facts to de other worlds and systems, all of which, She tries, but does not succeed. The in my possession, and there are in this breast—“ boys, therelooking sugtermine the value or correctness of those on the spiritual hypothesis, either have humble one says, ‘ Step down a little; city four witnesses to this communication, gestively toward the rude shelf and the in
and
all
well
acquainted
with
Mrs.
C
.,
and
been
or
will
be
the
scenes
of
the
develop
then
try.’
She
did
so,
and
partially
suc
conclusions.
black bottle.
ceeded; she stepped down still lower and with her early history as related by her. evitable
We who have satisfied ourselves of the ment of human souls.
“ No, no, my poor fellow,” said the
Such a view as this affords us, perhaps, succeeded in accomplishing the act, This case is in evidence that you can be
reality of the phenomena of modem Spir
minister, pityingly. “ Think of another
itualism, in all their wide-reaching extent the best attainable solution of the great whereupon she, too, began to grow meek told what you do not know, and for this world, and try to make your peace. You
reason
I
have
been
somewhat
particular
in
and endless variety, are enabled to look world-old problem of the origin of evil; and humble in appearance, losing the
are a believer, are you not ? ”
upon the records of the past with new in for it is the very means of creating and pompous and arrogant look, transforming stating the circumstance. It is clearly not
“ Well, parson, I ha’n’t had much time
mind
reading
nor
clairvoyance.
What
the
developing
the
higher
moral
attributes
of
her
face
to
one
of
beauty,
peace,
andl
terest and fuller appreciation. It is surely
to
think about it these thirty years; but
force
is
I
\^ill
not
undertake
to
say,
but
something to be relieved from the neces man, those attributes which alone render humility.
you’re
the right sort, and you’ve took time
“ A like lesson was given to mothers, respectfully submit it to thinkers.
sity of closing Socrates and St. Augustine, him fit for a permanent spiritual existence
to study on it, and I ’ll believe any thing
and
for
continuous
progression;
then
the
who,
in
earth
life,
gave
the
care
of
their
Luther and Swedenborg, as the credulous
you say is true.”
T issot’s Rem arkable P icture.
victims of delusion or imposture. The mere temporary sin and misery of the children to others, thinking the task be
“ Try to believe it for yourself. Don’t
Haughty mothers were
so-called miracles and supernatural events world must be held to be fully justified neath them.
you know, *He that believeth not shall be
(Light.l
which pervade the sacred books and his bv the supreme nature and permanent pushing their Jittle ones from them;
damned?* My poor friend, you don’t
torical records of all nations find their character of what they lead td. From beautiful spirits would take them up and
The interest excited by M. Tissot’s want to go down among the damned, do
place among natural phenomena, and this point of view, the vision of the poet caress them. Finally a mother would striking “ Apparition Medianimique,” in you ? ”
need no longer to be laboriously explained becomes to us the best expression of the pick up her child and caress it, and ar duces me to transfer to these columns the! “ Well, I do* know, parson; I don’t say
range its dress, and almost immediately
away. The witchcraft mania of Europe truth. We, too, believe that—
as I really want to go to hell.” Here he
the mother’s countenance would change description of the seance at which the ex paused awhile, as if perplexed, but sud
and America affords the materials for an “ All Nature is but Art, unknown to thee;
important study, since we are now able to All Chance, Direction, which thou canst not see; to one of beauty ^nd motherly pride and perience was obtained. Many saw the] denly brightening up, concluded, “ Ye
All Discord, Harmony not understood;
love.
detect the basis of fact on which it rested,
picture at the last Conversazione of the see, parson, I’ve lived right hdre with the
“ A military officer was seen walking London Spiritualist Alliance who may boys in the gulch since* 49; they’re most
and to separate from it the Satanic inter All partial Evil, universal Good."
Finally, these teachings of modem around with the full dress of one high in
pretation which invested it with horror,
all gone now, and somehow it seem*s if
and appeared to justify the cruel punish Spiritualism furnish us with the much command, seemingly very pompous and possibly not see the account given in| I*d feel more to home down there!”
“
Twixt
Two
Worlds.”
The
picture
arrogant.
Some
would
take
off
their
hats]
ments by which it was attempted to be needed basis of a true ethical system. We
Poor Billy! Let us hope that the Gen
suppressed. Local folk-lore and super leam by them that our earth-life is not and bow to him. He gave an order to! may not be amiss to say, is to be seen at tle Judge, considering circumstances as a
stitions acquire a living interest, since only a preparation for a higher state of some of the passers-by to execute for Light office, together with those of Mr plea in mitigation, and recognizing a kindly
they are often based on phenomena which progressive spiritual existence, but that him, but no one seemed to pay any atten Keulmans, illustrative of materialization heart, has invited him to “ make himself
we can reproduce under proper conditions; what we have usually considered as its veryl tion to him. He seemed to be somewhat
at'home **in a better place.
and the same may be said of much of worst features, its all-pervading sin and astonished at first, but light began to phenomena. This is the account:
“ The seances M. Tissot had with Mr
the sorcery and magic of the Middle suffering, are in all probability the only dawn upon his mind; he threw aside
R eligion in E ngland.—The public
Ages. In these and many other ways, means of developing in us those highest some of his useless accouterments, and Eglinton in Paris quite won him over to
sale
of church livings still continues in
seemed
to
understand
the
justness
of
the
our ranks, and resulted in a determina
history and anthropology are illuminated moral qualities summarized as “ love ” by
St Paul and “ altruism” by our modem law to help himself, and humble himself.” tion on his part to visit England later in England, and Liverpool was lately scandal
by Spiritualism.
Such are some of the beautiful lessons the year to go through a regular course of ized by the offering at public auction of
To the teacher of religion it is of vital teachers, which all admit must be culti
importance, since it enables him to meet vated and extended to the utmost, if we being given to us weekly. Our medium investigation. This he did with the most the advowson of St. Catherine’s Church.
the skeptic on his own ground, to adduce are really to makeTrogress toward a higher has become very much enthused in her satisfactory results, obtaining clear and Although the emoluments were estimated
facts and evidence for the faith that he social state. Modem philosophers can, rare gift, and sfiys “ the wealth of the irrefragable evidence as to the identity of at only $250 a year, there was a sharp
professes, and to avoid that attitude of however, give no sufficient reason why we whole world could not buy it ” of her, for the spirits communicating with him competition between the high and low
through Mr. Eglinton’s mediumship, both church parties for the position, and it sold
apology and doubt which renders him should practice these virtues. If, as they she prizes it above everything else.
Yours truly,
in connection with psychography and ma for $5,750. A living in Warwickshire
altogether helpless against the vigorous teach us, not only our own lives end here,
P . H askell , Sec’y F. S. S.
terialization. At the last and culminating which is advertised for sale, is described
assaults of agnosticism and materialistic but the life of the whole human race is
P ortland , Or., March 12, 1886.
seance he had a touching and unique ex as a perfect Eden. There is “ pictur
science. Theology, when viyified and sure to end some day, it is difficult to see
perience. aThe veil was lifted, and he esque scenery,” “ good society,” “ plenty
strengthened by Spiritualism, may regain any adequate outcome of the painful selfI f the spirit, when freed from the body, saw one whose sweet companionship had of hunting and fishing,” “ excellent
some of the influence and power of its sacrifice they inculcate; while there is
certainly no motive adduced which will be does not retain the individuality and the been his joy and solace in years gone by. kitchens, five reception rooms, and fifteen
earlier years.
Science will equally benefit, since it sufficiently powerful to withdraw from same independent and separate organiza It is not possible or right that such sacred bed-rooms,” and the “ prospect of an
will have opened to it a new domain of selfish pleasures that numerous class which tion it had while in the body, its existence experiences should be revealed in their early possession.” Such things are a dis
siirpasung interest. Just as there is be derives from them its chief enjoyment. might well be called a calamity.—Beacon fullest expression to an unsympathetic grace to any Christian community.—Bos
World, but the few details of the seance I ton Journal.
hind the visible world of nature an “ un- But, when men are taught from childhood Light,
SCIENCE AND SPIRITUALISM.
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Horse sense is worth m ore to a man
than great riches or a long-hand led p ed i
gree. H e can m anage to get along toler
ably well without a fine form , a ready
tongue, a m agnetic sm ile o r a white plug
hat; but without horse sense he is in for
trouble from the overture until the janitor
turns o ff the gas.
There are some m en b o m with horse
sense, some acqu ire horse sense, but none
have horse sense thrust upon them .
Therefore, he that thinks he doesn 't need
horse sense, or is sm art enough to get
along in the w orld w ithout it, and is
rather above it, is never caught with a
stock o f horse sense on hand.
Among the things that the man with
hone sense does not do are th ese:
He does not blow in the m uzzle o f his
gun to see if it be lo a d ed , unless his wife
and children are suitably provided for.
He does not w ager his last dollar on
the election until he has assured him self
that some clothier will trust him for a pair
of trousers.
H e does not take stock in an y schem e
that promises him , on paper, a profit o f
two hundred and fifty dollars on an in 
vestment o f one dollar an d seventy-five
cents.
H e does not ride with his head out o f
the car w indow , an d carelessly drop it at
the opening o f som e tunnel, or under a
bridge, and give the co n d u cto r the
trouble to teiegraph b ack for it from the
next station.
H e d oes not, i f he be a countrym an
and visiting the city , g o o ff with a total
stranger to see the total stranger draw a
prize in a lottery.
H e does not sit down in a saw-m ill and,
whilst zealously advocatin g som ething,
lean back against a circular saw in m o
tion, and have the saw com e through and
unbutton his vest, an d otherw ise rem ind
him that he is in its w ay, an d thereby
breaking the rules o f the m ill.
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Following are some of the Proee opinions of the flr*i
edition:

Between Mission and Valencia, San Francisco.

We consider (he volume a most readable and
useful compilation, in which the taste and ability
M R S . J. J. W HITNEY,
of the able writer has been fully Illustrated. Mr.
Owen is editor of the San Jose A/ercury, one of
The well-known
the leading newspapers of the State; edited with
CLA IRV OY AN T, C L A IR A U D IE N T A N D T R A N C E great tact and good management, and conducted
M E D IU M .
with care and marked clear-headed judgment.
His writings are always readable, terse, vigorous
Is now located at N o. iso Sixth street,
and clear-cut, and in the choice little volume
S am F r a n c is c o .
before us, he gives us the very best flowers culled
Sitting- daily,
(
t
i
l
l
$1.00.
from the bouquet which his mind and brain havo
combined together.— S p irit o f the Times.
17

T o produce as good and cheap

G leanings In Various Fields of T hought,

M ISS G EO RGIA H A L L ,
16 a

BREAKER

Son F n ic w a .

l u M l U l i Fruit valr. Alameda Coonry.

At

ROCK

OUR SUNDAY TALKS :

L O C U TIO N .

It is calculated to elevate the mind above the
mere greed for gain and momentary pleasures,
LOLA C O L L IN ,
and cause the thoughts to run in a more elevated
channel. * * * It contains some magnifi
G RA D U A TE O F T U B BOSTON SCHO OL O F
cent gems, and is of that character that will
E L O C U T IO N A N D E X P R E S S IO N ,
command a place among the literature of the
N o. I t ) Bush Street,
t i
t
San Francisco. day.—Pioneer.
Jonsj-lf
As to the contents of the book we can not
speak too much praise. The selections are prin
cipally made up from the best things which nave
M R S . S . S E IF ,
for several years been written for the Mercury by
19 10 Market Street,
Mr. Owen. It is a collection of the beautiful
thoughts—thoughts characteristic of the culti
CLA IR V O Y A N T A N D PSY C H O M ET R IST .
vated mind and warm heart of the author,
clothed in the purest and best English. Mr.
Readings from Rock, Letter, or giving age and sex. Owen, as a writer, has few equals on the Coast,
Sittings daily, $ 1.00 Circles, Tuesday, Thursday and Sun* and his “ Sunday T a lk s” were penned in his
day, as cents.
happiest vein.—Footlight.

Is an IndtptndtfH and pro( t w i n Physician and ihc |
rao*t m kcn J bI, as hi* prac- I a machine.
Rock Breaker and
lice will prove. He has, for I
twenty w a n , Mealed exclu- I
*ivcly diseases of the Seiual Cornish Rolls' combined in one
Organs, in the cure of which
he stands pre-eminent.
Spermalorrtkna and Impo*
Pulverizers, to gradu
tcncy as the result of self* machine.
abuse in youth and sexual ex*
cesses in mature years, caut*
iag night emissions by dreams, ate ores, for roasting, chloridizing,
loss of sexual power, rendering
‘ttaniage improper and un*
happy, etc,, are cured pertna*
neatly by an outside applica- leaching and concentrating.
lion in sixty days. No Stom*
ach Medicines used. It is one
of Dr. Fellows* valuable rente*
Concentrating M achinery for
wn to the medical profession,
ny uet-uP't such as a pad, belt,
ice, but simply a medicine to
be applied externally on (he parts affected, which cures by con cen tratin g'gold , silver, lead
absorption, and which is the only reliable method of curing
Seminal Weakness and Loss of Sexual Power. Send five
••cent stamps for his " Private Counselor.** giving full in* and copper ores.
formation. Address. Dr. R. P. F bllo w s , Vineland, N . J>,
and say where you saw this advertisement.

Furnaces for roasting and chloC H E W 'S

rodizing ores, for amalgamation
Photograph Gallery,

or leaching.
No.
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Plans, drawings and estimates

Cal.

for working ores by any process.
What is the use of paying live (and six dollars per dozen
for Cabinet Photographs, on Montgomery and Market

M. B. D

odge,

streets, when the very best work can be obtained at this

143 Fremont St., San Francisco.

Gallery for half the price.
Children's Cabinet Pictures taken by the instantaneous
process for three dollars per dozen; and, no matter how
restless, a good likeness guaranteed.
Q E N T 'S F U R N IS H IN G GOODS EM PO RIUM .

5

A 0 1 F T —Send ten cents pottage, and we will
**
I I X • mail you fkkk a royal, valuable, sample
box of goods that will put you in the way of making more
money at once, than anything else in America. Both sexes
of all ages can live at home and work in spare time, or all
the time. Capital not required. Wc will start you. Im
mense pay sure for those who start a t once. S tin so n ft
Co., Portlaod, Maine.

The compilation brings before us, in a compact
form, the talented author's best and noblest
M en's, Youths' and Boys'
Q L E N HAVEN SANITARIUM.
O f San Francisco,
thoughts on life and morals. Nothing in quiet
Open Winter and Summer. All forms of
R e v . A . L. H atch , Congregational PSYCHOM E T R I ST, M E T A PH Y SIC IA N A N D MAG hours will give more food for wholesome reflec
tion than one of Bro. Owen's essays.— Gilroy R E A D Y M A D E anI, C U S T O M D iseases and Deformities successfully treated.
minister, o f 59 L ib e rty street, N ew Y o rk ,
N E T IC H E A L E R , T E S T A N D B U S IN E S S
Advocate.
A Home for Aged and infirm People. Board
M E D IU M .
furnishes the follow ing statem ent to the
The volume is made up of short editorials on
with or without treatment. Building Lots and small
CLOTHING, j
Sittings daily. Automatic writing developed in one sit thoughtful topics culled from the columns of the
New Y ork World: “ Y o u know he (M r.
F a r m s for sale C h e a p . Immigration solicited. High
ting, a t 4 7 s Ninth street, O akland, from to a . m. to 9 p . m. author's newspaper, which tell of studious ap
Edison) is a m edium , an d his great inven
school to be started. Community of interests to be in
plication and observation, written in a pleasing N o. 1 1 Montgomery Street.
:
San Francisco, Cal.
tion o f quadruplex telegraph instrum ent
augurated. For full particulars, address
and interesting style, and full of gobd “ meat,
JA R . T . C. K EL L E Y ,
was revealed to him in a trance state.
with the intent of benefiting their minds.—Car|D a . T , B. TAYLOR, A. M.,
H e sat on e d a y, an d , passing into that
son Appeal.
M A G N E TIC H E A L E R .
10 -tf
, Soqnel, Santa Cruz Co., Cal.
SCH A FER & CO.
condition, seized som e paper lying before
As a home production this collection of pleas
9 4 6 Mission Street,
:
San Francisco, Cal.
him and wrote until he had filled several
ing essays and flowing verse is peculiarly interest
$ i .o o FORWATCHES
sheets with closely-w ritten notes. T h e n ,
Treats all cases of Acute and Chronic Diseases, by ing. The author wields a graceful pen, and all f h n n n n n n in fhksknts given away, send us 5
1 1 | | | I cents postage, and by mail you will CLEANED AND W ARRANTED. GLASS 10 CENTS.
N ature's vital forces, without the aid of drugs or mechanf* of his efforts involve highly moral principle. J k / I
waking up and rubbing his eyes, he said cal appliances. Office hours, from 9 a. m. until 5 p. m.
s|/lJU U iU U U get pkkr , a package of goods of large
Although these arc newspaper articles published value that will start you in work that will at once bring you
T . D. HALL, Jeweler,
he thought he h ad been asleep, until his Consultation free.
in
money faster than anything else in America. All about
by an editor in his daily round of duty, yet when
No. 3 , Sixth Street,
:
San Francisco.
attention was called to the paper, which
the $aoo,ooo in presents with each box. Agents wanted
now bound together in one volume they seem to everywhere, of either sex, of all ages, for all the time, or
he had not read through before he broke jy j R S . E . C. W M S. P A T T E R SO N ,
Watches, Clocks and Jewelry retailed at wholesale prices.
breathe more of the spirit of the cloistered spare time only, to work for us at their own homes. For
out with his usual expletives, and said he
scholar than is wont to gather round the minis tunes for all workers absolutely assured Don’t delay. H. Clocks and Jewelry repaired. Orders and repain by mail
M E D IU M A N D PSY C H O M ET R IST ,
attended
to.
H a l l b t t ft Co., Portland, Maine.
trations of the editorial tripod.—S . F . Post.
had got the idea he h ad been struggling
By Lock of H air, L etter or Picture.
for so lo n g ."
Bro. Owen's ability as a prose and verse writer
is' unquestionably of a high order, and in thus
9 37 Mission Street, grouping a number of his best productions into a
C U T O F LAD IES’ VEST.
Wait . — T h e voices o f the present say, Will answer calls to lecture.
compact and handy little volume, he has con
— “ C o r n e l” B ut the voices o f the past
S an F rancisco.
7
ferred ,a favor on many of the Mercury's readers,
say, “ W a itI" W ith calm and solemn
who, like ourselves, have read and appreciated
M R S . R E ID ,
the
“ Sunday Talks,” and from them, perhaps,
T h is cut illustrates our beautiful and neatly fitting Combination Vest for Ladies.
footsteps the rising tide bears against the
have been led to form a higher and more enno
rushing torrent up stream , and pushes
M E D IU M FO R IN D E P E N D E N T SLATE
bling idea of the mission and duties of mankind.
We make the same for gentlemen.
back the hurrying waters. W ith no less
W R IT IN G ,
San Benito Advance.
In calling special attention to this
calm and solemn footsteps, no less cer
Owen has a poetic. way of saying practical
N o. 35 Sixth Street, S. F.
Garment, we wish to impress upon
tainly d oes a great m ind bear up against
things, a neat and attractive way which makes
rhe mind the all-important fact that
public opinion and push back its hurrying
them readable and easily assimilated and
Hours from 1 to 5 p . m.
For Ladies only,
our Magnetic Vest furnishes F u l l
digested, and this volume should have a wide
a n d C o m p l e t e I n s u l a t io n ! a n d
stream.
T h erefo re should every man
circulation.— Foot H ill Tidings.
F u l l a n d C o m p l e t e P r o t e c t io n
wait— should bide his tim e. N ot in list £ ) R . J E N N IE E . W ILLIA M S,
TO A LL T H E V IT A L O RG ANS O P T H E
less idleness, not in useless pastime, not
The volume is readable and suggestive of
Bo d y ! Of the whole range of our
M A G N E TIC P H Y SIC IA N .
thought .—.S’. F . Merchant.
in querulous d ejection , but in constant,
appliances, none so fully and com
steady, cheerful endeavors, always willing,
Cures all diseases by Magnetism. Recommended by
pletely recharges the blood and revi
They embrace editorials* on miscellaneous sub
and fulfilling, and accom plishing his task, physicians of all schools. Instant relief in Acute Cases. jects, poems, sketches, and short articles, and arc
talizes the nerve centers as does this
Electro-Thermal, Medicated, Vapor and S iu Baths. Elec*
admirable Garment, serving at once
that, when the occasion com es, he m ay tricity and Massage scientifically applied. Charges reason* really what he styles them, “ Gleanings in Vari
all purposes of a thick, heavy vest, or
ab!e.( Consultation free a t office. Room as, first floor, ous Fields of Thought.’* The contents are as
be equal to the occasion.— Longfellow.
Martin's Block, First street, San Jose. Hours— 9 a. m. to creditable to Mr. Owen's literary ability as the
waist combining all the pleasant fea
sa m.> and a to 6 p . m.
handsome looking volume is to the taste and re
tures of the Corset, while at the same
A Tennessee court has closed a term id
source! of the Mercury printing establishment.—
time it is a complete protection against
S . F . Call.
malaria in all its forms, and a posi
which six murderers escaped co n viction ! T£ G. A N D ER SO N ,
tive curative agent of great power for
by sending a hungry woman to prison for
The articles in “ Sunday T alk s” arc written
A n y a n d A l l diseases of the Thorax
S H O R T -H A N D R E P O R T E R .
in an easy, flowing style, enchaining the reader,
two years for stealing a quart o f butterm ilk!
and
Abdomen. No lady or gentle
and teaching grand doctrine. One lays down
Depositions, Dictation and all kinds of Short-hand Work
man with impaired health or weak
“ Sunday T alk s” feeling improved in spirit, with
ened constitution can afford to go
done with neatness and dispatch, and on reasonable terms.
PR O FESSIO N A L OARDS.
a renewed confidence in mankind and a brighter
without this Vest, combining as it
opinion of the world. The poems are beautiful,
does, two of the most important gar
Room 1 1 , }i 6 Kearny St., San Francisco.
and
one
in
particular,
“
Across
the
Bar,”
if
■jjR. A. C. FO STE R ,
menis of underwear, and, at the same
name were not attached, would easily pass for
time, furnishing life to all the tissues,
jy£RS. A LB ER T M ORTON,
SPIR IT U A L PH Y SIC IA N ,
the production of some of the noted poets of the
vitality to all the capillaries, and
country. The poems have a similar tone to the
warmth, tone and redoubled strength
LOCATBS AND P r BSCRIBBS FOR DISEASE.
ballads of B. F. Taylor, one of the sweetest
S P IR IT M ED IU M A N D PSYCHOM ETRIST.
and power to every organ in the body.
poets of America. “ Sunday T alks” should
Person* treated at a distance by lock of hair and seven
Wc believe there is no other equal
mve a large circulation.— iVatsonville Pajalines of writing. Sixteen years' practice—nine years in this
Diagnosis and healing disease a specialty.
protection against disease, and cure
ronian.
State.
tor the same now known. We have
O f f ic e :—937 Mission Street.
sio Stockton Street,
:
i
t
San Francisco.
Wc have read the “ Sunday T alks” and shall
had experience to warrant all we say
continue to do so, for let ms open the book where
of Jhese appliances, and people who
noi4*tf
J ^ R S . A. B. SO U TH ER ,
wc may we arc sure to find something that makes
have worn them will cheerfully testify
us feel the better for reading; .every article is the
to what we publish, from their own
MATERIALIZING MEDIUM,
^ REM ARKABLE O FFER .
expression of the thoughts of a manly man to his
experience.
fellow man.—Monterey Californian.
» • Ninth Street, he low Howard,
: San Francisco.
T h e V e st fits and conforms to the
S E N D TW O a-CENT STAMPS,
body like a glove, and while exerting
Bright,
crystallized
sunbeams,
which
gladden
S elect C ircles :
its healing and sustaining powers, it
Lock of hair, state age and sex, and give your name in full, the heart, and give* fresh inspiration to the soul.
Sunday and Thursday evenings at 8 o'clock,
im parts a genial, warming, soothing
and I will send you a C lairvoyant D iacnosib of your The few moments we allotted to their enjoyment
nois-tf
disease, F r e e . Address,
influence upon the entire nerve gan
have lengthened to hours, and with a sigh of
glia.
It tones and recharges the
T. C. BATDORF. M. D „
regret wc turn from their contemplation, only
RS. M. M ILLER ,
spinal
nerves,
imparts
inward
life and activity, until the whole being is aglow with magnetic warmth
Principal
Magnetic
Institute,
Jackson,
Michigan.
because
the
dutica
of
the
day
have
imperative
M
claims upon our attention. These sunbeams and energy.
It is no profanation to say that the wearer of this exquisite Garment has been "born again,”
M ED IU M .
have been materialized in the magic alembic of a
M R S . HUBBARD,
master mind. A more beautiful, instructive and physically. This is the precise language of hundreds who have worn it, and been taken from beds of
Meetings—1T uesday, Thursday and Saturday evenings
entertaining volume never was issued upon the sickness and pain and restored to complete health in a few weeks or months. Could the reader
TEST, BUSINESS AND IN SPIR A TIO N A L
sod Fridays at s p. ro. Sittings daily, 8 1 .00 .
Pacific Coast, or any other coast. Every page renlize the full force of these fnclss none would pass through our peculiarly trying Winters without
M EDIUM ,
is gemmed with bright, sparkling thoughts, tnc this grand safeguard and protection against Cold, Catarrh, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Pneumonia,
106 Seventh Sc., near Mission.
No. 1037 Mission Street,
l
San Francisco. sunbeams of a rarely cultured Intellect. As we Scarlet Fever, and Nervous Prostration, from whatever cause adduced.
In reply to the oft repeated question, " W h a t D israse do th e se A ppliances C ure ?” we
read page after page of this splendid volume, we
£)R . R. BROWN ft CO..
are forcibly reminded of the impressions received answer by positively asserting that wc know of no disease of our climate these appliances will not
Seance Thunday Evening.
from opr first perusal of Timothy Titcomb’s cure, except Cancer, and in the earlier stages they will arrest and eliminate this terrible blood poison.
Jan*3
PHYSICIANS, SURGEONS AND E L E C T R I C I A ^
“ Gold Foil,” or Holmes' "A utocrat of the Magnetism, properly applied, will cure every curable disease, whatever the cause.
Tins Vest, with the I nsoles , comprises in itself a w h o le su it equal to a ll o t h e r a p p l i 
Breakfast Table.” It is a work which represents
Main Office, 846 'Mission street, San Francisco.
jJj^RSj. A. C. FOSTER,
the highest, purest standard of thought, ex ances combined . It is a thing of beauty, light and easy to wear, convenient and close fitting. In
These wonderful Magnetic H ealen will diagnose disgasesl
pressed^ in the best-chosen language. It is one cases of Consumption , P aralysis , S pin a l W eakness , L ocomotor A laxia , and all blood and
without any explanation from patients: diseases of women I
MAGNETIC PHYSICIAN AND H EA LER,
of the happiest contributions which our home nerve disorders, it is invaluable. Many persons after wearing this Garment for a season declare they
1 specialty [ rheumatism positively cured; all rectal dis-|
tsset cured, such as ulcers, fistula in-ano, flshurspruritus,l
literature nos ever received,—Santa Barbara would not do without it for $500. It will repay twice its<cost in the health and comfort it imparts
No.
937
Mission
Street,
polypus rpctl, stricture, ete., which Is the cause of consump
in a single month.
Press.
tion and decline, depletion of the nerve forces, e tc ., elec
By sending us correct measures, we can send a perfect fitting Garment to any part of the United
tric treatment given [ cancers cured without cutting | guar S an F rancisco ,
i
1 9 1
t
,t
C a lifor n ia .
They are each and all eA them full of deep States. (We send blanks for the purpose.) All letters of inquiry, inclosing stamp, will receive
antee to cure all cases they undertake | medicines can be
thought, felicitous expressions, and clear insight prompt attention.
sent to the country, with instructions how to use them,
feber-tf
after dingnosis is given by lock of hair, fee $a. Consulta-1
into life and its needs and lessons. They are
Our Magnetic I nsoles, ».
F oot Batteries , will warm your feet and keep them comforta
tjoufree. Office noun, 10 a. m. to 4 p. m., and 6 to 8 p. m.
better than sermons, preaching purity and nobil ble in cold weather. $1.00 a pair, or three for $2.00 by mail. Send stamps or currency at our risk,
Dr. R. Brown ft Co. are also sole agents for
JU L IU S LYONS,
ity
of
character
in
language
too
plain
to
be
mis
by mail.
Da. B erlin ' s H vdrastin U t b b ih b S uffobtebs
understood, and too earnest to be forgotten.
For the State ofI California. These Suppoiten are doing
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW,
Throughout the volume arc choice gems of
C H I C A G O M A G N E T I C S H I E L D C O ..
•M d m in curing displacement and ulceration of the womb.
All ladles afflicted should call on these Doctors and have a
thought in paragraphs, as pointed and pungent
Room ts. Temple Block,
| U with them, and if you can be cured they will soon
as those of Kochcfoculd, without any of the lat
106 PO ST 8TREET,
SAN FRANOI8DO, CAL.
that cure. Agents wanted for these Supporters tr
•vsrytown in the State. Main Office, B46 Mission street, Los A nqrlrs,
i
t
i
i
i
C a liforn ia , ter’s infidelity.—Fort \Vayne ( In d .) Gaaette.
Sen Francisco. Every Tuesday and Friday at corner of
S en d for o u r New Book, “ A P lain R oad to H e a lt h , ’4 Free.
PRIOE (In oloth), ONE DOLLAR.
IKoadway and Seventh, Oakland.
N ot 4*tf
M R S . M. J. H EN D EE,
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A D V ER TISEM EN TS.

iM rc N m r.— O n

M
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W alnut yo’.
— Bo s t o n G l o b s .

The Dead P oet's Creed.

A PRIZE.

My toil! drinks io ilk ftftilt li/ct
Like aaaw great forest M e e ft do am.
Whose shoots defy the u n e n t strife.
And skyward spread a greater down.
W h k sunshine gilds My aged head.
And bounteous earth supplies my food.

The lamps of God their soft light shed.
And disTTin* worlds are undentood.
Say not my soul is bat a clod
Resultant of my body's powers—
She plumes her wings to fly to God,
And will not test outside his bowers.
The Winter’s snows are on my brow.
But Summer suns more brightly glow.
And violets, lilacs, tones now
Seen sweeter than b a g years ago.
As 1 approach my earthly end
Much plainer can I bear afar
Immortal symphonies which blend
To welcome me from star to star.

gator.

Moved by the fovc of God, 1 find
That 1 must work as did Voltaire,
Who loved the world and all mankind—
But God is love—let none despair.

P a rt o f th e purchase m oney for either
piece o f lan d can rem ain on m ortgage.

ADVERTISEM ENTS.
p R E D EVANS,

Onr work on earth is just begun;
Our monuments will ty e r rise
To bathe their summits in the son
And shine in bright eternal skies.

Medium
— FOR—

—V ictor H ugo.

IND EPEN DENT

AM OS A D AM S,
n o N inth S t., S. F .
J anuary , 1886.
V U T M more money than a t anything else by taking an
VV 1 1 1 agency for the best selling book out. Beginners
succeed grandly. None fail. Terms, free. H a llb tt
B ook Co ., Portland, Maine.

M y S p irit Babe.

A Spirit hovered near thee, to invest
The spotless chamber of thy little breast,
And lingered till the shrouded Angel came
To smother, ere it horned, the young life’s flame.
Then gathered np its pinions, soft and free.
For the fresh dawn of its Eternity I

No:

Mission Street, San Francisco.

fOB P R IN T IN G .

Oh, then, I am not childless: thou hast gone
Where Angel N unes bear thee; thy first morn
Broke fair in Heaven. This yearning heart shall find thee.
And to itself only the closer bind thee
For such brief separation. Go, my child.
From this bleak earth, where thou hast never smiled.
The sweet maternal office still is mine—
The human a d engrossed in the divine—
By the dear wells of Troth my hand shall lead thee.
And from the fount of Living Goodness feed thee.
Through all the Courts of Heaven my ear shall greet
The bounding music of thy little feet!

1344

JO B P R I N T I N G ! I

We have now completed arrangements with one of the best
Job Printing offices in the city, whereby we
are able to fill all orders for

ffp H E N . D. C. AXE,

- l JO B PRINTING n In the Most Satisfactory Manner and upon the Best
Possible Terms.

Then shall I seek through all those grottoes fair,
Rich “ Gems of Life” to gow n thy flaxen hair:
And all the beauty of those soft bine eyes,
That woke not here, shall brighten Paradise;
And oh, what rapture, in their light, to find
Unfolding all the eloquence of mind.
I give to thee a name I love the best.
Before they lay thee in thy place of rest;
For thou to me an actual Being art.
Dear undeveloped Blossom of my Heart!
Where Angels breathe in Heaven’s mild atmosphere,
The beauties shall expand that withered here.
Once more in these bereaved arms I bold thee —
Once more to this lone bosom I enfold thee;
My First-born and my Precious, for I know
The rime has come when even this most go;
Yet teO me not my dinging hope is vain!
Dear Ettle Mary, we shall meet again.
am denied ona firing, warm caress;
Yet these cold lineaments have power to bless,
When lit with such sweet hope, such joy divine,
To think thou wert, thou art, forever mine!
But for a season I release thy hand—
I will not keep thee from the Spirit-Land,
1

Where still for us new paths of life shall ope,
Fair daughter of my promise and my hope;
No barriers to our progress shall be found
Scattered abroad throughout that heavenly ground;
But bads of joy shall crown the chastening rod.
With life, as infinite, as God.
— Fa n n y G reen.

In vain shalt thou, or any, call
The spirits from their golden day.
Except, like them, thou too cans’t say,
My spin! S at peace with all.

^ O O D S , ROBINSON A ATHERTON,
— DEALERS I N -
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Unopened Bad of Life, oh. can it be
This lovely form is all there is of thee?
Lingered no Sister Essence in the air.
To fight and glorify a shrine so fair?
Ahl n s the soul crushed in that dire embrace,
When Birth and Death were gathered lace to face?

gWOSTWDtH.
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Ob, a g angeil Ob, n y /canicl Am it B a d
Is yo* gone from me fine her
A o a n h i sperm riber?
DM I a m will c m h m m dat riber, too;
For my eyes a id M n U achin'.
An’ my heart wad grief am breathin'.

The tomb is not an endless night;
It is a thoroughfare—a way
That closes in a soft twilight
And opens m eternal day.
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we will mail you free, a royal, valuable sample
box of goods that will put you in the way of
making more money in a few days than you ever thought
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For sale at this office. Price, $ 1 . 00.
Maine.
For sale at this office. Price $s.oo.
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